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FREEZING THE CONTRIBUTION RATES OF THE FEDERAL
OLD.AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE AT I PERCENT
FOR 1944

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1943

UifnT STATES SENATE,
CoMMMrrrE ON FINANCE,

Warhington, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a. in., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman), pre-
,siding.

Present: Senators George (chairman), Walsh, Bailey, Gerry, Guffey,
Vandepberg, Davis,.Danaher, Taft, Thomas, Butler, and Millikin.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order. All right,
Doctor.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR 1. ALTMEYER, CHAIRMAN, SOCIAL
SECURITY BOARD

The CHAIMMAN. The commitee will hear you first on primarily the
question that relates itself to the. further freezing of the automatic
increase in the Social Security Act.

Mr. ALTmEYE.. I have a statement here that will take a half an
hour, but I think it will save time if I read it, because the subject is
pretty complicated.

The CHAIRMAN. You go right ahead, Doctor.
SpnAtnr VANDENBWER. You would rather finish your statement be-

fore we inquire into anything that you are discussing, I auue.
Mr. ALrMEYRm. Yes; I think it would save time.
The question which I understand the committee wishes to dis-

cuss-
Senator MfIuuKIN. Mr. Chairman, might we have the witness

identify himself I
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. Aur~iimy. My name is Aithur J. Altineyer. Chairman of the

iSocial Security Board.
The question which I understand the committee wishes to discuss

today is whether the increase from 1 percent on employers and em-
.ployees, respectively, to 2 percent each scheduled for next year in the
.contribution rates of the Federal old-age and survivors insurance
program is justified. A comprehensive review of the existing social
security legislation and the factors which have led up to the present

,,situation will show, I hope, that such an increase is desirable from the
standpoint of the insurance program. I shall limit Iy discussion
solely to the desirability of the scheduled increase in relation to the
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social insurance system, although I believe there are additional good
reasons which arise out of the pmreent financial status of the insured
contributors. and the Government during this wartime period.

I should also like to make it clear at the outset that in presenting my
reasons today for the scheduled increase I do not propose to discuss
the question as to whether the insurance prograrn should be operated
on '"full" reserve basis or on a pay-as-you-go basis, or on some modified
basis with a contingency reserve involved. While the Congres did
not make a final and explicit determination in the 1939 law with re-
spect to the question of long-run financing, this is a matter for the
Congress to decide in relation to the coverage and benefit structure of
the insurance program.

Should the Congress finally de6ide that a limited coverage insurance
system, such as the present system is, should be self-sustaining with-
out any contribution from "the governmentt out of general taxes,
it will be nece.-sary eventually to obtain additional contributions from
employees and employers in order to make up the difference between
the one percent which is now being collected and the contribution
rate which must be levied under a self-sustaining system.

Senator TArr. Mr. Altnieyer as I understand it; even though the
present s-heduled rate of increase were in effect you 'would come
to a time when you would have a large Government contribution.

Mr. AL.T3yfYFR. No, sir, that is not certain. I think the chances are
rather good, if the present scheduled rate of increase took place, that
the system would be self-sustaining for all time to come.

Senator TAFT. I speak from memory, but I was under the impression
that there would be a large Governmient contribution to be made in
any event. I am quite certain that was the original report.

Senator VANDENBERO. I suggest to the Senator f rom Ohio that Dr.
Altmeyer requested that he conclude the statement first, before any
questions got to him.

Senator TAr. That question was just an incidental one.
Mr. ALT.FYER. On the other hand, if the Congress should eventu-

ally decide that Government contributions out of general taxes should
be'made to the insurance system, the more contributions which the
Government now collects from employees and their employers the
smaller need be the ultimate subsidy. The Social Security Board
has recommended that the insurance system should be eventually
-financed, in part, from sources other than pay-roll taxes. However, the
Board believes this contribution from other sources can be and should
be deferred until the mounting annual cost reaches a high level ex-
pressed as a percentage of pay-roll. and that in the meantime the
scheduled increases ir pay-roll contributions should be permitted to
become effective.

I should also like to say that while certain arguments by analogy
with private insurance can be made in support of the scheduled tax
increase, I do not intend to discuss these today, since such discussion
opens up the debatable question of the similarity and contrast between
private and social insurance.

In passing it may be noted, however, that already the total liability
which has accrued for the payment of insurance benefits is several times
in excess of the amount in theexisting trust fund.
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Under certain assumptions the level annual cost has been estimated

to be 7 percent of pay rolls. On this basis there would now exist a defi-
cit of nearly $13,500,000. Oother assumptions would yield a lower
level annual cost estimate. However, none of the actuarial estimates
which have been made on the basis of present economic conditions md
other factors now clearly discernible result in a level annual cost of
the insurance system of less than 4 percent of pay roll. On the basis of
4 percent level annual cost it may be said that the fund already has
a deficit of about $5,400,000.

My own personal opinion at the present time, after considerable
study of the many unknown factors which must now be used in any
long-run actuarial estimates, is that the level premium cost of the
present insurance systin is likely to be in the neighborhood of 51,/
to 0 percent of pay roll. Thus, instead of the present reserve fund
being too large, the fund is small when tested on the basis which any
private insurance company would be compelled to use. While social
insurance cannot be judged hy a too rigorous application of private
insurance concepts, nevertheless, this comparison indicates that the
exiting tnst fund is not unduly large in view of its liabilities.

Finally, I do not intend to 'Fiscuss the broad economic aspects of
financing the old-age and survivors insurance system. While we must
frankly recognize that the goods and services pmrehased by insurance
benefits at any, given, time are paid out of the national income pro-
duced by the generation then engaged in productive work, we should
not conclude that the methods followed in financing social insurance
benefits are of no significance in enabling the Government to meet
its future social insurance obligations. Just as we recognize that al-
though the costs of the war are being met now by all of us through
inability to purchase goods and services, we nevertheless realize that
it is important how we allocate the money cost to pamlicular indi-
viduals and to the Nation as a whole over a period of tinie through
taxation and the redemption of war bonds later on.

In other words, we recognize that the question of financing any
governmental disbur- ement also involves the question of the Govern-
ment's financial ability to meet all its costs at any particular time
and the impact of such costs on individuals.

In the last analysis, the ability of the Government to meet its costs
rests upon the financial integrity of the Government, its over-all fi-
nancial burden, and the over-all'tax spstem used to meet its burden.
Whatever may be the differing views on these matters, I believe it
is fair to say that the scheduled increase in the old-age and survivors
insurance taxes would result in helping both the Government and the
social insurance contributors to be in a better position to meet their
long-run obligations.

TIlE 19-35 LW

As you know, the Social Security Act became law on August 14,
1935, after many months of careful deliberation by the Congress.
It incorporates a twofold approach to the problem of old-age security:
Noncontributory old-age a distancece, payable on the basis of a deter-
mination of need, and contributory old-age retirement insurance,
baed on wages earned in insured employment.
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The Federal old-age insurance law first came into operation on
January 1, 1937, when contributions became payable from employers
and employees at a rate of I percent on each. This shine rate of contri-
bution is still in effect. today. The law at that time, however, pro-
vided that monthly ohl-ag, retirement benefits would not become
payable until January 1, 192-that is, after an individual had con-
tributed at least 5 years to the insurance system.

A.MENNMENTS OF 1939

In 1939, Congress inade a number of significant changes in the old-
age retirement insurance program, most of them along the lines
recommended by an advisory council on social security and the Social
Security Board. The advisory council was created in May 1937 by
the Senate Committee on Fintance and the Social Security Board.
The most important changes were as follows:

1. The old-age ins-urance system was expanded to furnish pro-
tection for widows, orphans, and the dependent parents of insured
workers who die prematurely. This is a logical and necessary part
of any contributory insurance ce system, since many contributors die
before reaching retirement.

2. Monthly benefits came payable in 1940 instead of 1942, as pro-
vided in the original law.

3. The entire system was shifted from individual protection to
family protection. In addition to the monthly survivoiship benefits,
provision was made th:t an insured wage earner who retires would
receive an additional benefit of 50 percent when his wife also reaches
the age of 65.

4. This is of more immediate interest to the committee. The step-
up from 1 percent to 1/ percent in the contribution rate, which in the
1935 act, scheduled for January 1, 1940, was eliminated contrary to
the recommendation of the Social Security Board and the Advisory
Council.

TIlE PRESENT OLD-AE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE LAW

The old-age and survivors insurance program is the only one of the
social-security programs administered entirely by the Federal Gov-
ernment. Contributions are collected from the worker and his em-
ployer through the Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury De-
partment. The Social Security Board administers the benefits
through the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance.

The various monthly benefits payable under the law range between
a minimum of $10 per month to a maximum of $85 per month. The
amount paid to each individual depends upon the amount of wages
the insured worker received in covered employment since the insur-
ance plan first became effective and the length 4f time such person was
in the insurance system. The lump-sum benefits which are paid
may range from a minimum of $60 to $300 or more.

A the present time about 750,000 individuals are drawing monthly
insurance benefits. In addition, lump-sum death payments are being
made with respect to 10,000 deceased workers each nonth.

I should perhaps say on behalf of 10,000 deceased workers each
month. The rate of disbilrsenients for these various insurance ben-
efits now averages $14,000,000 per month.
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At the present time the contributions are 1 percent on the wages of
the employees and 1 percent on the employers' pay roll, making 2
percent in all. These rates are scheduled to increase to 2 percent
each in 1944 and 1945, or a total of 4 percent; and to 21/g perch. nt each,
or a total of 5 percent, during 1946, 1947, and 1948; and to 3 percent
each, or a total of 6 percent, in 1949 and thereafter. These increases
ire already provided in existing law.

The revenue received comes into the Federal Tireasury, and an
amount equivalent to the contributions received is automatically de-
posited in the Federal old-age and survivors in.-urance trust fund.
A board of trustees supervises the trust fund. The three members
of the board of trustees are the Secretary of the Treasury, the See-
retary of Labor, and the Chairman of tie Social Securit ' Board.

Employers sent their contributions and the contributions which
they have collected from their workers to the Collector of Internal
Revenue every 3 months, on quarterly reports, listing the name, so.
cial-security account number, and wages of each individual employed
by the eml;loyer during the particular quarterly period. These rec-
ords are sent by the T'rasury Department to the Social Security
Board offices in Baltimore, M ., where the ivecor(s are kept for each
individual under the su pervision of the Bureau of Oll-Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance through a method of mechanical bookkeeping.

Contributions are collected and benefits are payable on the basis
of employment covered by the insurance. system. During 1942 over
45,000,000 individuals had wages covered under the insurance system
and during 1943 it is estimated that the number will reach 43,000,000
for the year even though self-employed businessmen and farmers,
agricultural labor, domesic servants, employees of nonprofit institu-
tions, Federal, State, and local governmental employees, and certain
other groups are excluded from the systeni at the present time.

FINANCIAl, OPERATION OF THE I'RFSENT LAW

Contributions collected for old-age and ,urvivons insurance during
the fiscal year 1943 totaled 1.1 billion dollars. Expenditures for
benefit paynients and administ ration during this period were 176.8 mil-
lion (1o lars. Total administrative expenses are equal to 2.5 percent of
tile premium collected. Tile total assets of the old-age and survivors
insurance trust fund, as of June 30, 1943, represented 4.3 billion dol-
lars, which was. invested in Goverunent obligations at an average
interest rate of approximately 2.3 percent. A complete statement
of the financial aspects of the ol-a e and survivors insurance system
was included in the third annalI report of the board of trus-
tees of the Federal ol-age and survivors insurance trust fund, which
was sent to the Congress in accordance with the requirement in the
Social Security Act. Table 3 of this report shows the distribution
of the assets of the trust fund at the end of the fiscal year 1912.

Assets of the fund as of the end of the last fiscal year represented
an average of about $75 per worker with wage credits under the old-
age and survivors insurance system. Total tak collections for this
calendar year are estimated at approximately 1.3 billion dollars and
total disbursements for benefits and administrative expenses are esti-
inated at about $'200,000,000. The additional 1 percent ste)-up sched-
uled for next year is estimated to yield 1.4 billion dollars for the cal-

{)2680--48---2
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endar year 1944, of which hhlf would come from the employees and
the other half from employers.

WARIIME INFLUENCES ON THE TR1ST FUND

The contributions now being collected are higher than was origi-
nally anticipated at the time the 1939 amendments were enacted.
Similarly, the benefit payments are a great deal less than was origi-
nally estimated. The marked rise in contributions reflect, of course,
the high levels of wartime pay rolls. It may be worth while to men-
lion these factors in somewhat greater detail.

INCREASED EMPLOYMENT, STEADIER WORK, AND ilIIIER WAGES

The general availability of work of a steady character and at higher
wages has increased earnings in covered employment. As a conse-
quence, the contributions to ie trust fund are at a high level. During
1937 the average taxable wage of workers contributing to the insur-
ance system was $900. By 1940 it had risen slightly to $930. In 191
it was $1,028. In 1912 it'was $1,181.
Oar estimate for 1943 is about $1,400. In 1937 the total of taxable

wages was about &,30,000,000,000. In 1942 it was $53,000,000,000, and
in 1943 it will be well over $65,000,000,000, or more than twice the
amount in the first year.

These increases also result in higher wage credits accunulating
which will increase future monthly benefits payable at death or retire-
ment. Therefore, while this situation results in an abnormal upturn
in contributions during this period, there is a more or less offsetting
liability created for settlement over many years in the future when
more and larger benefits will become due.

DEFERRED T!EMENTS ANOF t'PN'loNS Or lEN FITS

With the need for inaximua use of available manpower many indi-
viduals above the ago of 65 who are already eligible for retirement
benefits have remained on the job or returned to work and thereby
deferrtl or interrupted their retirement.

Since monthly benefits are not payable for mnioths in which an in-
dividual is working in covered employment and to the extent that these
deferments and suspensions exceed those which, except for the war,
would have taken place, there is an obvious increase in the assets of the
fund.

At the. present time there are between 500,000 and C00,000 wage
earners 65 years of age and over who are eligible to old-age insurance
benefits but who are still working and who are, therefore, not draw-
ing their old-age insurance benefits. However, the benefits to be paid
to those who have deferred retirement to A later age than otherwise
will be greater in amount by reason of.being determined, partly at
least, on the currently high wage levels. Nevertheless, it is true the
net result of the factors mentioned will be an increase to the fund.

I now summarize the major reasons wh'y it would be unwise in the
opinion of the Social S~curity Board to defer the increase in the
contribution rates now scheduled to tAke effect on January 1, 1944.
They may be stated as follows:
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1. The chief reason why graduated schedule of contribution rates
was incorporated in the 1935 Social Security Act was to permit the
ultimate contribution rates of the program to become effective grad-
ually and thereby give employees, employers, and the economy gen-
erally an opportunity to become adjusted to the changes.

in 1939 the lawv was amended to postpone a step-up in the contri-
bution rate from Janiary 1, 1940, to January 1, 1943. last year the
law was again amended to .postpone a step-up in the contribution
rate to January 1, 1944. These several changes do have the effect of
suhrtituting uncertainty for certainly which should be an essential
characteristic of a system of social insurance.

Ttxlav employment, wages, and the national income are at record
levels--at levels far in exce.-s of anything experienced in the past. If
we depart once again from the original schedule of contributions, at
A thne when ability to make these contributions is at a maximum,
we increase the uncertainty as to when the next step-up in contri-
l't ion'rates will occur.

2. As I indicated earlier, the avmage annual cost of the present in-
sxaranoe sy~teni base(l upon existing economic conditions and other
factors now clearly discernible results in a rate of not less than 4 per-
cent of pay roll; and some of our actuarial estimates yield a level
premium cost in the neighborhood of 7 percent of pay roll. We are
now engaged in making revisions in our actuarial estimates based upon
information which has become available from the first few years of
operation of the law, the 1940 census, and changes due to the war.

There are numerous factors which must be given consideration in
the actuarial cost analyvss of the old-age and survivors insurance sys-
teni. Among the most important are (1) mortality; (2) population
progress delpendent upon births, death%, emigration, and immigration;
(3) family composition; (4) cmployent; (5) income level; (6)
length of the productive period; (7) length of the period of de-
pweRlent childhood; (8) length of the period of retirement; (9) in-
validity; (10) interest, rates; (11) migration between covered and
uncovered employment; (12) the war.
The cost factors cited can pyramid strikiiigly. Pe-sons could go to

work early, stay at work late 'it life, might avoid any serious periods
of unemployment, might have small families, and might live under
mortality conditions no better than the present. On the other hand,
the peril of preparation for employment could be lengthened, the
period of retirement could be lengthened, the interruptions of work
might be frequent and serious, mortality might improve so as to
lengthen the life of the pensioners families might be larger so as
to increase family benefits in case o the death of the worker, and so
forth. Also the proportion of workers by sex can shift, and, viewing
the past, considerable change is likely in wage income. Adninistra-
tive determinations as to benefit qualification can add a certain amount
of ultimate costs-so can legal decisions as to specific definitions and
rights.

While it is impossible, because of the reasons cited, to reach ab-
solutely final conclusions as to future costs, all actuarial calculations
indicate a steeply increasing annual cost, because of the growing pro-
portion of the aged in our population, the growing number oa gned
persons who will become entitled to benefits, and the increasing
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amount of benefits per person due to'the fact that benefits are related
to the length of time a-person has been insured. This steep increase
in the future benefit costs will result in eventual annual disburse.;
ments 15 to 20 times the present annual disbursements.

8. As I have pointed out, the contribution rates scheduled for 1944
in the existing law, together with interest receipts to the trust fund,
are probably inadequate to meet the benefit payment, provided in
the existing law, and the administrative expenses of the program,
depending upon developments which cannot be foreseen with confi."
denee.

Any reduction in the scheduled contribution rates would lessen,
what would otherwise be the size of the fund and hence, would
reduce the future interest ificome of the fund. This would increase ,

the likelihood of an evental deficit or would hasten and increase-
the size of such a deficit. NH doubt the existing law would be amended
before an actual deficit developed.

At such time an increase in contribution rate3 or a reduction im
the scope or level of benefits, or a Federal subsidy, or some coimbim-
tion of the three, would become necessary. A reduction in the tax
rates scheduled to apply in 1944 would be a step toward such an
eventual situation.

While no immediate difficulties are apparent in the financing' of
the insurance system the fact that the Congress did not explicitly
provide in the law what should be done in case present contributions
are inadequate in the long run makes it impossible to determine the
financial policy under which we are operating.
. Until the Congress is able to make a more definite commitment-

on the financial policy of the insurance system, it seems unwise to,
continue to levy contributions which meet only a small part of the
long-run cost,

4. A consideration of the legislative history of the provisions of
the existing law concerning the reports which the board of trustees
of the trust fund is required to make to Congress supports the view
that the scheduled tax rates for the year 1914 should not be reduced.
It is true that the existing law requires the board of trustees to report
to Congress whenever the board is of the opinion-
that during the enlsulng 5 fiscal years the,trust fund will excel three times'
the highest annual expenditures anticipated duirlnig' thAt 5-fiscal-year period.

However, the law does not require Congress to take any action upon
the receipt of such a report, nor does it suggest that the three-time
rule is the sole indicator of the proper size of the reserve. Indeed,,
this provision, I believe, was written into the law with the thought
that it would be meaningful only with respect to the reserve when
the benefit load has reached a considerable degree of stability and
not for the early years.

5. The great increase in contribution fAcome, due to the war, is
readily apparent, but the extent of the drain on the trust fund, which
will occur when economic activity slackens is frequently overlooked.
Since no one can tell when the war will en, prudent management of
the insurance system should allow for the possibility that economic
activity may decrease sharply within the years following the war.

If a sharp decrease in employment does occur a large proportion of,
the recipients will elect to receive their benefits. A decline in eco-
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nornic activity would, therefore, increase benefit disbuiements and at
,the sanie time reduce pay rolls-and tax income. If we recognize that
-it h possible that during the post-war period, there may be a long-
-continued period of high disbursements and low income the trust fund
.At the end of that time may be less than what would be desirable in
,view of the long-run increase in costs.

6. The unusually high level of tax receipts under the old-age and
• srvivors insurance program during the past year or so should not be
thought of as constituting a clear gain to the trust fund. The wages
%.which give rise to the increased current receipts will also, in the future,
servo to qualify many individualJ nefits who would not other-
'wise receive them and wil 46 , ie poiftiu'benefit amounts pay-
able to other individual U PO

In other words, e increased present income to e fund means
increased future sbursements fro ,e fund. A tion in the
,scheduled tax of the prom wartime fl uationi inthe amount taxable wr.a would m to be
-unsound in light of i liab..

7. In the early yea of the perat th ge and , ivors
insurancee stem the e o e rOvided very
many tim the value of the Tal co tribution.
. -For ex p e, a single ind' ual who c ibuteor 10 ye to

.the syste and at t maxi t ytex xbh .the law $250
,per mont eight a bt n n [mnercia insuran m-

ti ibuions- ere-pany an nuity of per ti vn contributions; e
as, t&is Ia entitles ta efit -oe ior 22 ti the
eamouht pu hasable om in ran Ic ny o own co ribu-
:tions (S. R L No. 7 h Con mnarri man 1 ht be
entitled to r mon or 33 time value f his -n contr* utions.

Hundreds thousands of pe ns a ie wornd in war
industries at g wagesA. rrse rate e insurn contribu-
tions which the ill pay d war will turned to
them completely in t~i~e first month or two that they d nefits when
they tire after th.e Moreover, the actugri. lue of the sur-
vivorship benefits alone ii.4yalent to a 1 pet~at contribution. The
present, value of these survIb%' efitw the date of death (corre-
sponding to the face amount of life insurance) is between $3,000 to
$10 000 for most families (and as high as $15,000 for some families).

herefore, equity to the contributors who do not receive benefits
until after many years indicates that the contribution rates should be
increased.

8. In addition to the equity of levying contributions at the 2 percent
rates, it is desirable to increase the rite to 2 percent in order to convey
to the contributors a better appreciation of the value and the cost of
'their insurance protection. The continuation of the present 1 percent
rate tends to depreciate the cost and the protection afforded in the
minds of employees, employers and the public generally.

As I have pointed out, the real value and cost of the insurance bene-
fits provide& are substantially in excess of the rate of contributions

-now being collected. Yet I believe it is fair to say that at the present
:time there is not a sufficient recognition on the part of the contributors
of the real value alid cost of the protection that is being affordcel. I
wonder how many people realize, for exam'ple, that the 1939 amend-
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ments resulted in the Government underwriting life insurance having
a face value of $50,000,000,000. That $50,000,000,000 added to the
$90,C000')0,000 for veterans' life insurance is greater than all the
p rivate life insurance written today. I know of no better way to bring
home both the value of the benefits and the fact that these benefits will
cost very substantial sums than to put something like the true price on
the product.

In the history of social insurance throughout the world the major
difficulty of social insurance systems has been the lack of adequate
financing of old-age retirement benefits. It is always easiest to delay
levying the necessary insurance contributions, thus perpetuating and
strengthening the belief that the insurance benefits are meager and
the costs of the insurance system is low. Inevitably, when the timer
comes to increase the taxes, many reasons can always be advanced as
to why the imposition of the additional taxes is unwise or iml),sbl.

In this country we are still in a position to avoid these mistakes by
getting clearly established now that if our people want social insurance
they must be willing to pay for it. The-time to obtain the necessary
contributions is when people are able to pay for it and are willing to
pay for itbecause they can be shown that they are g0tting their money's
worth.

If we should let a situation develop whereby it eventually become.
necessary to charge future beneficiaries rates in excess of the actuarial
cost of the protection afforded them, we would be guilty of gross in-
equity and gross financial mismanagement, bound to imperil our social
insurance system. Social insurance financing is admittedly a difficult
and complex problem. However we are all of one mind in wanting to
make social security secure, and Yam confident we can and will provide
the necessary ways and means of doing so.

Senator VANDENBERo. Dr. Altmeyer t you state on the firt page of
your brief that you do not propose to discuss the fundamental na-ture
of this old-age insurance system under which we are operating-4hat
is, as to whether it is to be on a full reserve or pay-as-you-go or on a
level-premium basis-and yet your entire argument throughout your
very excellent and persuasive statement is constantly based on as-
sumptions that we are seeking to approach a level-premium basis.
You are constantly making comparisons in respect to the actuarial cost
of this insurance, and yet as a matter of fact, there is not anyone in
the Social Security Board or anyone else that ever contemplates put-
ting this ona so-called level-premium basis.

r.ALTEYR. I give you the level-premium estimate to emphasize
that in tho financing of this we must be certain that we are providing
not only for today but for all time to come the necessary income,
whether it is by way of pay-roll taxes or by way of other taxes.

If we do not do so, the steeply increasing cost in the future will get
us into difficulty.

Senator VANDENDBEG. I agree with you'completely on that.
Mr. AL-mEyX-i. The annual cost, what I call the level annual

cost or a level premium is the rate that would have to be charged
from the beginning of the system indefinitely, if you wanted to make
it a self-sustaining system, without income from any other source
thnn pay-roll taxes.

Senator VANDENRERG..1 fully understand that point.
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Mr. ALTMEYER. I did not mean to say that is what Congress might
decide to do. Congress may decide to provide other income, but
it has not decided to do that yet.

Senator VANDENPEIO. I do not see how it is possible to decide tile
pending question until you first discuss what kind of reserve it is
that you are accumulating. Even the reserve you would accumulate
if all of the statutory pay-roll taxes increased according to program,
that woulh not produce a reserve to achieve the total financial respon-
sibility that you are talking about, would it I

Mr. ALT.MiYER. Yes.
Senator VANDENBERGO. I do not see how it is possible.
Mr. Arm.Ey-R. Because in 1939 what Congre,- did was to start

benefits sooner and in larger amount but it adjusted the formula so
that the annual cost in future years would be much less than under
the original law. In other words, undei the insurance system you have
a very steeply increasing cost because of the small number of bene-
ficiaries at the beginning of the system and the large number at the
end.

What you did in 1939 was to tilt that teeter-totter to make a much
less steel) increase in the annual cost in the future. As I said in
answer to Senator 'Taft's question, I think it is perfectly possible
that if you permit the present scheduled rates to go into effect, you
will have a self-sustaining system for all time to come.

Senator VANDENaE .TRegardless of that point, which I think is
highly controversial, is it not also a fact that in 1939 the implica-
tion of the congressional action was to change the character of the
reserve from a full reserve basis to a contingent reserve basis?

Mr. ALTMEY"R. I really do not know what the congressional inten-
tion was.

Senator VANEn PERo. Was that not the net result of it?
Mr. ALT.tEyiE,. We never were on a full reserve basis.
Senator VANDENBEro. That is exactly what I was trying to say

in the first place.
Mr. AL'rMtEiYR. I cannot see how you can change from something

you never were on.
Senator VANDENBERo. But you were on a basis which looked in

the direction of a full reserve &cause, as you repeatedly said, but dis-
agreeing with Senator Taft and myself, you think this is going to
be a self-sustaining system on the basis of the taxes contemplated in
the statute, which would be a full reserve, so far as the net result is
concerned.

Mr. Ai.iEYER. No.
Senator VA.DEN1WRo. The net result is that, is it notI
Mr. ALT'MEYER. No, because it could not turn over the assets to a

private insurance company and let that private insurance company
take care of all future liabilities, because the assets would not be
sufficient for that.

Senator VANDENBERG. Let us get out of the metaphysical thing and
get down to figures, because they tell us the story. Certainly in 1939
when Congress consciously and deliberately stopped the contemplated
statutory increase in pay-roll taxes and asserted, for whatever it
was worth, that the correct reserve rule was a reserve three times the
anticipated highest drain in the subsequent 5 years, certainly it was
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doing something to the reserve principle involved. Now, what do
you think it was doing

Mr. ALmyYR. I think it was admonishing the board of trustees.
The Congress wanted to take a look at the growing size of the reserve
from time to time; and in order to make certain that the trustees
would call the matter to the attention of the Congress you inserted
that three-times rule. I am not clear, Senator, whether you feel that
the 1939 amendments took us off of a self-sustaining system and put
us on a non-selfsustaining system.

Senator VANDENBERG. It is my opinion that the 1939 amendment
practically recognized the fact that a public-supported, tax-supported
insurance system had to rely inevitably upon public contributions.

Mr. ALTMEYER. I did not understand it that way. I called the mat-
ter to the attention of the Ways and Means Committee and asked
them ag to whether they desired to make a commitment for the future.
I do not recall whether I called the matter specifically to the atten-
tion of this-committee but, nevertheless, Congress did not in the law,
and it does not aper in any of the proceedings, indicate that the
committees intended to make a commitment for the future as regards
whether this system would be financed solely out of pay-roll taxes
or would be subsidized from other sources.

Senator TAFT. Did not the Secretary of the Treasury make some
statement to that effect ?

Mr. ALTmET . He testified on the size of the reserve and this rule
that Senator Vandenberg mentioned.

Senator VANDENBERG. He asserted, did he not, directly that this
was a correct rule to govern reserve t

Mr. ALTmEYEB. He said, as I recall, that it was a rule that should
be applied when we had a degree of stability and sufficient informa-
tion. I do not think he said it was a rule that should be applied in
the early years of the system.

Senator VANDENDIRo. In any event, that is the only rule that there
is, or any approximation of a rule, that Congres has set down to
define the appropriate size of the reserve, is it not I

Mr. ALTEYER. That is right.
Senator VANDENnno. That is the only rule, at any rite, that we

have got. Re ardless of whether it is a good rule or not, let us see
where we stani under that rule. I am sure you will have the figures
available. Will you tell me what the net reserve was on June 30, 1943?

Mr. ALTmEYEr. Approximately $1,800,000,000.
Senator VANDENBERO. Now, the next 5 ensuing years would carry

you up to 1949.
Mr. ALT. iEYFR. Would carry you to June 30, 1948.
Senator VANDENBERo. That is right; up to 1948.
Mr. A[/mETER. Yes. •
Senator VANDENBIRG. What is the highest contemplated annual

benefit payment. during these 5 ensuing years?
Mr. ALTmEy.. The trustees' report, table 4, gives three alternative

estimates based upon three different assumptions:
I. Increasingly high level of employment and'pay-rolls throughout the period;

low rate for retirement among aged.
It. ligh lelvpl or emldo.i m ni nnd pay rolls, including a short period of moderate

decline; medium rate of retlrment among aged.
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111. hiedlunt level of employment and pay rolls, including a period of moderately
severe decline; high rate of retirement among aged.

The total benefits, the highest total benefits in any year through
fiscal year 1947, plus administrative expenses (which must also be
paid out of the fund) range from $415,000,000 under the first assump-
tion to $813,000,000 under the third assumption.

Senator TAFT. You are reading from the report of the board of
trustees of the Federal old-age and survivors insurance for the year
ending July 1, 1942, is that correct?

Mr. ALTMEYER. I did not get your question.
Senator TAT. For the year ehding July 1, 1942.
Mr. ALT MEYER. What was the question?
Senator TAirr. You are reading from that report I
Mr. ALTMEYER. Yes.
Senator TA T. Has that report been printed?
Mr. ALTMEYER. It was filed in typewritten form with the Congress.

Because of limitations on the printing of reports it has never been
printed.

Senator TAFr. Mr. Chairman, I think that report ought to be made
a part of this record. It contains more information than anything
I have seen.

There is no report for the year ending July 1,1943, yet?
Mr. ALTMEYR.. No, sir. We are just in the process of preparing

that,
Senator TAT. M r. Chairman, may that report be mide part of the

record f
The CHAIRMIAN. What is the nature of it?
Mr. AL'rmEYER. It is the board of trustees' report. It consists of

30 typewritten pages, with certain charts and tables.
Senator TAF'. Possibly it can be printed by the Senate in a separate

document.
The CHAIRMAN. It has not been l)rinted?
Mr. ALTMEYER. No, sir.
The CumA A. We will make a committee print of it, Senator

Taft, and let it accompany this report.
Senator TAFT. That will be entirely satisfactory.
Senator VANDENBEo. As I understand the figures you have just

given me, as of 1943 the highest possible contemplated benefit liability
would be $813,000,000, is that correct?

'Mr. AraMEYER. Somebody interrupted me. I did not get your ques-
tion.

Senator VAN-DENBR. As I understand the figures you have just
given me as of June 30, 1943, the highest contemplated benefit pay-
ment and administrative expenses in the 5 ensuing years would be
$813,0CO 000.

Mr. ATMEYER. That is according to the trustees' report. The
magnitudes are approximate.

Senator VANDNBERG. That makes no difference. The lowest esti;
mate for the same period is $415,000,000?

Mr. ALrMyTRm. Yes, sir.
Senator VANDE.iBERO. So under what we will call for easy identi-

fication the 3- rule, there would be a reserv! as of June 30, 1943, of
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nearly 10 times the lowest anticipated estimate, and it would be about
5%, times the highest possible estimate that your figures indicate?

Mr. ALTME YER. That is right.
Senator VANDENBERO. All right. Now, can we jump down to the

end of this 5-year period? The last of this period would be between
what datesI

Mr. ALr MEYE. That would be up to July 30,1947.
Senator VAN DENBERO. Now if you have the statutory increased

pay-roll tax without any further interruption, what do you estimate
your reserve will be in 1948?

Mr. ALTMEYER. It might be as higA as $14,600,000,000 and as low
as $11,350,000,000, as of June 30, 1947.

Senator VANDENr oG. What would be the percentage relationship
between that reserve, then, and the highest contemplated drain on the
fund, the highest of the 5 following ensuing years?

Mr. ALTrMEYTR. We haven't got any figures on the 5 following en-
suing years. Do you want me to estimate in terms of the highest
during the period 1913-47, inclusive?

Senator VANDENBERo. All right. I thought the other would be a
little fairer to you. .

Mr. ALTEYER. Yes, it is fairer.
Senator VANDEN-BER. I want to be fair to you in the whole thing.
Senator TArr. May I suggest in your report the estimated annual

payment in the period, which is from 1951 to 1955, is $1,600W,000,000
in one case and $1,300,000,000 in the other.

Mr. ALTME:YER. What page is that?
Senator TAFr. That is on page 16 of your report, in the copy 1

have.
Senator VANDENBEtRO. That is what I have, Senator.
Senator TAFT. 1951 to 1955.
Mr. ALTmEYER. It is an average.
Senator TA-r. It is the table right near the end, almost the end

of your report, way down next to the last page.
Mr. ALTNIEVYER. That is the average only. We haven't got any an-

nual figures. We haven't made any annual estimates beyond Janu.
nry 1, 1948.

Senator VANDEXBuo. Then let us go back to the current 5-year
period.

Senator TAFT. Under this estimate is it not true that the hiphest
during that period, 1951 to 1955, is $1,600,000,000, which would ap-
proximately answer Senator Van(lenberg's question?

Mr. ALTmEYER. It is an average. It is the midpoint between the
low and high of that period.

Senator TAt. Yes, but 5 years from 1918 is 193, which is also a
midpoint. So it is a fair estimate.

13" r ALTtE.R. Yes.
Senator VANDENBERG. Going back, then, to the 5-year period that

we were examining, the current 5-year period, a $14,600,00,000 re-
serve on January 1, 1948, would be about 18 times, would it not, the
highest possible estimated drain on the social security funds during
that 5-year period?

Mr. A LEyn. That is right.
Senator VANDENIRG. And as compared to the lower estimate it

would be nearly 30 times?
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Mr. ALTMYR. That is right.
Senator VANDENBERG. Now, suppose you leave the pay-roll tax ex-

actly where it is for the next year, what would your reserve be on
January 1, 1945, leaving the pay-roll tax at 1 perc nt, as it, now is?

Ai. ALTMIEYER. I have a figure here, Senator, that may serve your
purpose. At the end of the calendar year 1946, if you leave the 2 per-
cent rate in effect, we estimate the reserve would be approximately
$8,500,000,000.

Senator VANDENBRo. That is at the end of the year 1946. That
takes us up to January 1, 1947.

Mr. ALnTiFvR. That is right.
Senator VA NDENBERG. So if you leave the pay-roll tax where it is

during that period, you would have a reserve of $8,500,000,00, which
again is 10 times the highest estimated cost of the system during that
5-year period.

Mr. ALTmEyxR. That is right.
The CI MAN. Doctor, what has been the rate of increase in the

reserve during the last yearI You have now about $4,300,000,000
as of June 30, I believe.

Air. ALTMET.R. At the end of the calendar year we had a reserve of
$3,700,000,00, approximately, and we estimate that at the end of this,
calendar year it will be approximately $4,850,000,000. It is going
to be at the rate of a little over a bilho'n dollars a year. If you step
up the rate it would mean an inclase of a little over $1,400,00,000 for
1944.

The CHAIRMAN. At present rates?
Mr. ALTMEEIR. At present rates the progression has been something

less. At the end of 1940 it was $2,000,000,000; in 1941, $2,750,000 0)0;
at the end of 1942, $3,700,000,C00, and at the end of 1943 it will be
$4 80,000,000.

The CILURMAN. The rate of increase is something like $600,000,000
or $700,000,000.

Mr. ALTmtrni It is now something like a billion dollars, because
the disbursements have been low, and even this year we estimate only
$200,000,000, while the collections are over a billion. So that the nct
is still over a billion.

Senator VANDENXBRO. So your recommendation to the committee
against a further frvezing of the 1 percent pay-roll tax requires us to
totally ignore any validity in the statutory rule that a reserve which is
three times the highest anticipated cost during the next 5 years is
adequate. We would have to ignore the statutory rule entirely in order
to accept your recommendation, would we not I

Mr. A;.nizna. I do not call it a rule. You haven't put it in as a
requirement and certainly I do not think it ought to be a rule apply-
ing to these first few years when the factors are so uncertain. I do not
think that is good statesmanship, if I may say so.

Senator VANFDENBERo. As you know from my correspondence with
you this year, I am not prepared to be dogmatic about the rule, be-
cause I share all of your anxiety that this fund should be perma-
nently on a sound financial basis. On the other hand, if we have
departed from what we will looely call the full reserve basis of tie
original years, and if we have consciously come to a point where we
are proceeding on a pay-as-you-go basis, which in turn you are en-
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titled to say involves a responsibility on our part to spread the dif-
ference in taxes when the time comes, if that has been the decision,
and I think that has been the decision, there is no justification that.
I can see on the basis of the figuies for building a current reserve
which is so totally out of proportion with the statutory index-let us
say it is an index.

Mr. AITMETER. I think if you want this three-times rule to be
really a binding rule upon the Congress that you ought to amend the
law, to give assurance to the beneficiaries that at no time in the future
will they be called upon to make contributions in excess of the actu-
arial value of the benefits they will receive. Otherwise, I think you
are doing an inequity- to future beneficiaries.

Senator VANDEN]IERG. I agree with that. If we put that provision
in the law, are you willing to stand then on the 3-5 rule?

Mr. ArT3Y :'Ea. Plus some implementation of that, some indication
of what your source of income will be, to give that assurance to the
beneficiaries. Nowyou have a definite source of income, the pay-roll
tax. We can make our clculations and give asurance to future bene-
ficiaries on that basis.

Senator VANDNBERO. But if we go on sonie other basis where we
do not indicate what the future source of income will be, or what
Cong ress will do, what will you say in that case?

Mr. AiMT FYEH. If the current costs to beneficiaries go above the
current rate of contribution, go above the actuarial value of what the
benefits are, then I think we are in a morass of uncertainty.

Senator VANDENBiERO. The statutory pay-roll tax rates were fixed
in 1935, were they nott

Mr. ALTHEa. Yes, sir.
Senator VAND NBERo. So that your statutory rates are based upon

the 1935 conception of the Social Security Act'without any reference
to whatever change was made in that conception in 1939. Certainly
we made some change in that conception in 1939.

Mr. ALTMEW1R. You changed the whole law. As I pointed out, you
have a much different law today than you had in 1935, so far as future
costs are concerned.

Senator VA NDIwnERHo. And also as far as the consumption of reserves
was concerned.

Mr. ALx ERn . Yes.
Senator VANDFNBER0. So you are asking for statutory pay-roll taxes

that were altered, without any consideration given to the alteration.
Mr. ALTMEYER. I do not know what Congress had in mind, because

it did not carry out any logical commitment.
Senator VANDENBERo. That is probably a very logical analysis of

congressional action generally. If you can find in the statute *xny
indication of congressional intent, plus the testimony of the Secretary
of the Treasury, it was that during 1939 we were attempting to change
the reserve basis to a pay-as-you go system, and wwe reof theopinion,
as expressed in the statute, tht a general index, let us say, rather than
a rule, that a general, safe index would be the -5 rule. Is that not
what we did?0

Mr. ALTMEYER. You put in this admonishment, and I think it was
because you and others were concerned about the eventual size of the
reserve being unwieldy aild leading perhaps to extravagant benefits.
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I do not know what other evils you etvisaged.- So you said to the
board of trustees, "When this fund gets to be a certain size in relation-
ship to benefits in the next 5 years, we want to be advised so we can
then decide whether we will permit the present rate to continue,
whether we will increase it or not,"

I do not think there is any commitment in the law, as far as Con-
gress is concerned, as to what you will do after you get that advice.

Senator VAND. N1ERO. I agree with you, I do not think there is any
commitment, but, ofi the other hand, I think the obligation falls on us,
because it could not be avoided. If you follow the rule we have got
to follow it. In any event, does not the question before this committee
today come down to the question of whether or not we should tear up
the statutory index !

Mr. ALnhuyu . No.
Senator VANDENBiRo. And pay no further attention to itl
Mr. ALTMB-YR. No, sir.
Senator VANDENBERG. Well, you certainly pay no attention to the

index when you recommend that tax increase next January, when
you are going to have a reserve under existing taxes that are 10, 15,
or 20 times instead of 8 times as high as the necessity for it in the
next 5 years.

Mr. ALTitEYER. Next year yol, may have an entirely different situa-
tion which may change all our ideas.

Senator VAwNDENBO. Exactly. Haven't you got to settle the pay-
roll tax question year by year as the situation requires !

Mr. ALTmFER. No, no. I -ay that the validity of the three-times
rule may be brought into question. I do not agree at all that you
should change from a long-range view of financing to a short-range
view of financing on a system of steeply increasing costs such as the
old-age and survivors insurance system is. I think if you do, you also
ought to decide what the Congress is going to do in the event that
the pay-roll contribution rates go above a figure which you cannot
justify on the basis of individual equity to the beneficiaries.Senator VANDENMYuO. It is no novelty, is it, for Congress and the
Social Security Board to disagree on whether this tax should be
frozen ?

Mr. ALTMEYER. I do not think we really disagree fundamentally.
I think both of us want to be sure thp.t the system is soundly financed
and that it is financed for social-security purposes only.

Senior VANDENMG. In each year that we have frozen the pay-
roll tax you have recommended against it.

Mr. ALTMEYiE. That. is right. I think you made a mistake.
Senator VANDENIMMG. I am sure you do. I am sure you are afraid

we are going to make another one.
The C RMm AN. Any questions, Senator Walsh?
Senator WAiSu. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gerry?
Senator GERRY. No.
The CrAmMAN. Senator Davis?
Senator DAVIs. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator DanaherI
Senator DANAiITR. I would like to ask Mr. Altmeyer a question

as to whether or not, in his computations with reference to increases,
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he takes into account any possible expansion of the Social Security
Act.

Mr. ALTzyzm. No, sir.
Sentor DANAH E. So what you are purporting to do is to set up

a claims account now as against which you would justify collections.
- Mr. ALTmE n. That is right.

Senator DANAHR. I have one other question. Have you given any
thought to the possibility that many millions of men after 18 niths

.of severance from covered positions will lose their status under social
security?

Mr. AL'rimwY. Oh, yes. That is one of the basic factors that enters
into the cost estimate.

Senator DANAnRE. You had not mentioned it in your prepared
statement, and I wondered if you had in mind a recommendation that
we take EJme action here which would prolong coverage, particularly
for those who enter war industries or who have gone into the armed!
services.

Mr. ALTMEYTE. I mentioned that the transfer from covered to
uncovered employment is a very important factor in estimating cost,
because, you see, when you pass out of covered employment, you even-
tually lose all of your benefit rights. That is true of the men and
.women who have gone into the armed forces.

We have on a number of occasions said we feel that that situation
ought to be corrected, certainly for the persons entering the armed
forces, and we think the best correction, of course, for everybody, is
to extend the coverage of the system so there is not the possibility of
losing the benefit rights by passing from covered to uncovered em-
ployment.

Senator DANAHFR. I certainly agree that they should be covered.
Now I come to the question as to the basis on which you would cover

them and still preserve any relation between your claims account
which you have set up, and contributions against it,

Mr. ALuxrma. You are speaking of servicemen and women now?
Senator DANAHER. Principally. At least for the present purpose,

let us confine it to them.
Mr. ALTw2.TFR. Well, it could easily be done by considering as cov-

ered employment service in the armed forces and paying a contribu-
tion at a regular rate on that pay roll.

Senator DANAHER. You mean that the Congress should authorize
an appropriation which would meet those payments into the insurance
fun'1 I

Mr. ALTM y. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did not we take some such step as that, Doctor?
Mr. ALTmrKn. We have not.
Senator DANAHER. NO, sir.
Senator TArr. It has been proposed, however, in a good many of

the veterans' plans.
The CHAIRMAN. It was proposed.
Mr. AiTMETER. You protected the benefit right under the railroad

retirement system for persons entering the armed forces.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right , under the Railroad Retirement Act.
Senator DANAHTER. Have ou in mind, Mr. Altmeyer, a formula by

which contributions by the Federal Government to the insurance fund
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in behalf of those people who pass from a covered status to the armed
services can be achieved?

Mr. ALTiMEYER. Yes, sir.
Senator DANAHER. What is it?
Mr. ALnmEYER. You can either take an arbitrary figure for their

wage, say, $150 a month, and make contribution payment on that
basis-that would be very sin ple--or you could take the rate of wage
payment plus allowances (and plus the estimated cost of subsistence
if there were not allowances) at the time of discharge, or you could
take the average rate of wage of the person inducted into the service
prior to the time of induction, if that were higher. There are various
bases. All of them should be simple and have to be simple, so that
the Army and Navy would not be faced with a big chore of making
reports to the old-age and survivors' insurance system. It could be
done very simply.

Senator DANAHER. Has your staff prepared any studies on the vari-
ous methods by which that coverage might be extended?

Mr. ALTMiEYER. We are just in the process of finishing a memo-
randum. Senator Vandenberg wrote me several weeks ago, in fact a
couple of months ago, about that latter. I have letters from a numi-
ber of other Senators and Congressmen.

Senator DANAHEBR. Would national protection for men, those trans-
ferring from covered service into the armed services, require any
change in State laws to conform to the over-all program you might
recommend?

Mr. ALTiEYER. Not so far as this Federal ol-age and survivors'
insurance is concerned, but there is another comparable problem in
connection with unemployment benefits, too.

Senator DNAIIER. That would require a change in State legisla-
tion generally, would it notl

Mr. ALTMEYER. No; it would not. I am talking about unemploy-
ment.

Senator DmAN-imi. Yes, that is what I mean.
Mr. ALTM YE.R. You have, with the exception of three States, pro-

visions in the various State laws for freezing any accumulated benefit
rights. We estimate probably half of the persons who have gone into
the service do not have any unemployment benefit rights, because they
were unemployed, or just reaching 18 to 19 years of age before they
had gone into covered employment, or were farm boys and so on.
Congress could pass a law providing for demobilization benefits con-
tingent upon unemployment; It could have mustering-out benefits
of several months and then after that continue demobilization benefits
dependent upon continued unemployment. Congress could do that
and it would not require any amendment in most of the State laws,
because those State laws that have frozen unemployment benefit rights
for the most part contain the proviso if Congress makes any provi-
sion those benefit rights shall not become applicable, or shall be
diminished to the extent that Congress has provided benefits.

Senator DANAHER. Now, one other question and I shall conclude.
Have you given thought, also, as to a basis upon which the benefits
of social security maybe available to those who never were covered

Mr. ALTMEYER. Yes. You have probably 20000,000 people at the
present time who are in what we call uninsured employment. Many
of those have had some insured employment, because you have a great
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interchange between covered and uncovered employment by a given
individual. You could, if you wanted to, cover the 20,000,000 not now
covered.

You could provide a formula in the law as regards the method of
qualification and as regards the determination of benefits which would
not penalize these late entrants into the system. You could provide
an alternative formula. That is, you could take the present formula,
if that would result in higher benefits, or you could take the other
formula, which would be based upon a period since the change became
effective, if that resulted in higher benefits.

Senator DANAnER. Would that plan contemplate, also, contribution
from the Government by way of appropriation, in order to preserve the
integrity of the insurance principle?

Mr. ALTM EYE. I think that if that change took place within the next
year or so, the financial burden on the system might well be low enough
that the rate contemplated in the law would be sufficient to pay out
without an income from other sources.

Senator DANAMM. But the surplus to which Senator Vandenberg
has directed your attention would be available for that very purpose,
would it not?

Mr. AtmymL Oh, yes.
Senator DA.AHER. And would probably be sufficient to absorb any-

thing you can now foresee?
3 r. ALMYER. You mean for the newly covered people?
Senator D.kNAHE. Yes.
Mr. ALnwzrut. I do not know about that. What I said in response

to Senator Taft's and Senator Vandenberg's questions was that it might
very well be that the present scheduled rate would be sufficient to main-
tain the system, make it a self-contained system. I was not speaking
of the possibility of Congress bringing in 20,000,000 more people and
giving them what, in effect, would be past employment rights.

Senator DANAHER. Past employment status?
Mr. ALiMEyE. Yes. We would have to make a calculation as to

what that extra cost would be, if any, and whether the margin would
be sufficient to cover it.

Senator DANAMH. In any event, the calculation as to the possibility
in that respect does not vary your answers to Senator Vandenbergfs
questions?

Mr. ALTmEYI. No.
Senator DANAHEN. With reference to your views as to continuing

the provisions of the present law?
Mr. ALTMEYr. That is right.
Senator DANAUnp. Thank you.
Senator TAFr. Mr. Altmeyer, at some. time you said something to

the effect that it might be a tax of 51/2 percent would pay benefits
even at the height of the system, as far as you could see ahead.

Mr. ALTMEYE. Five and one-half to six percent.
Seiiator TArr. Would that be without interest, from the reserve

fund?
Mr. ALTMEmYE. No; that is figuring an interest at the average rate

of 2 percent.
Senator TArr. From how large a fund, though?
Mr. ALTsm E.R. I do not remember exactly what the size of the fund

would be.
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Senator TArt. Figuring a fund created by the taxes as they are now
written in the law, it would be probably $30,000,000,000 or $40,000,000,-
00 by that time.

Mr. ALTMEYF-R. Eventually?
Senator TArr. Yes, the time we are speaking of, when you would

reach 51/2 more or less maximum.
Mr. AL-nEiERr._. Yes.
Senator TArr. Mr. Altmeyer, the only thing that appeals to me in

this question, it seems to me, is whether we shall alter the three-five
,ule. There are two things in your argument that impressed me. One
was the question whether, after all, we are not giving too much of a
benefit to the people who are going into retirement during the next
5 years by only charging them 1 percent. Do you think that a 2 per-
cent charge would more nearly, would come anywhere near their actual
obligation, or is their actual obligation farleyond anything we could
do anyway ?

Mr. A-xnr.. Oh, yes. They would still be getting much more
than the actuarial equivalent. The survivors' benefit alone constitute
$50,000,000,000 life insurance that you wrote in 1939. That is worth
the 1 percent, to say nothing of the old-age retirement benefit, just the
death benefit alone.

Senator TAmr. So even if we increased this to 2 percent it would
still be a very large present, so to speak, to these people in the older
groups?

Mr. ALTMEYEH. That is right, I want to make this point: That
does not mean that the person retiring in future years is being treated
ineuitably, because what you are doing is using a larger proportion
of the employer's contribution to pay the benefit for what you might
call past service. All private retirement systems, practically, provide
recognition for past service. The employers realize that is necessary.

Senator TArT. They make them pay in current payment as they go
along.

Mr. AI/MEYER. Yes. We use, under the present system, a larger
proportion of employers' contributions to pay these relatively high
benefits in relationship to employees' contributions in the earlier years,
but not at the expense of employees' retiring in later years.

Senator Tar". Another suggestion was, 5 years is too short a time.
I have a little sympathy with that idea. It seems to me that while it
is true that current generations should pay current bills, that maybe
a longer period than 5.years--5 years does not cover what you might
call the normal cycle of operations. Have you made any calculations
on a reserve based on 10 years in the future, or something of that kind?

Mr. ALTMiEYER. No; we have not.
Senator TArt. That is all.
The CHAIRM.AN. Are there any questions, Senator Thomas I
Senator TilOMAS. No.
The CIIAIRImAN. Senator Millikinl
Senator MiLmKiN. No.
The CIAIRMAN,-. Does any other Senator have any questions to

ask?
Senator W siMr. Are you making any recommendations to take in

the number of employees who are not now covered and who are in the
armed services?
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Mr. ALTMEYER. Yes; we have on a number of occasions in our an-
nual reports made that recommendation. We have a detailed report
to make on various changes in the Social Security Act.

Senator WALSH. Have you drafted a bill and presented it to Con-
gressI

Mir. ALTmElEYER. We have drafted some rough language that the
legislative counsel might find useful, but we have always followed
a policy of developing our recommendations only in the light, of what-
ever the congressional committee reaction is and have worked with
the legislative counsel in developing the necessary language.

Senator WAsit. You are under pressure to have employees who are
in the armed services, and other people who are not covered, to come
under the law. Have you made any recommendation on that?

Mr. ALTatEzmt. Yes; we think they should be covered.
Senator WAraH. Don't you think we should be getting some legis-

lation on that line?. Mr. ALTmEYER. The sooner the better. I think you introduced a bill
on that 2 yefrs ago.

Senator WALSH. Yes; and I reintroduced it this year.
Senator DAVIS. As I understand it the Board now consists of three

members, the Social Security Board. WhTat objection would there
be to increasing the Board to three representatives of employers, three
representatives of labor, and three representatives of the public?

[r. ALT)IEY. I do not see any advantage in that, I think a
nine-member Board would be very unwieldy, and more expensive.

Senator DAVIS. Well, it would be a much larger Board, but would
we not get the opinions then of these representatives on that particular
Board, the employer, the worker, and the general public rather than
being in the hands of just three people? Would not the judgment
of the many be far better than the judgment of the few?

Mr. ALTMEYIL. I think the better way is to work through an ad-
visory committee, or an advisory council, representative of employers,
employees, and experts, just as you did in 1937. You created an ad-
visory council that joined with the Social Security Board in making
recommendations on which the 1939 amendments were based. Those
amendments were supported by the members of the advisory council,
including representatives of employers, employees, and experts of var-
iou; kinds. I think that is a better way than to try to have a large
representative administrative body.

The CHA,,MAx. Thank you very much.
Senator VANDm BERo. Mr. Chairman, I want to say just this while

Dr. Altmeyer is here: While I have appeared to be in rather constant
collision with him over the years, I want to publicly express my very
great appreciation for the promptness and candor with which he always
responds to any questionnaire and any inquiries regarding the great
responsibility which he very ably administers.

Mr. AL-rMmri. Thank you very much.
Senator VANDPNBnEo. Then I should like to ask, Mr. Chairman,

tLat here be included in the record at this point a letter which Dr.
Altmeyer wrote me under date of August 27, 1943, which is in the form
of a questionnaire, and specifically presents many of these questions
with the specific answers. I

The CHAIRMIN. You have no objection to that, do you, Doctor?
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Mr. ALTMEYER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, that, may be included in the record.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

FmsAy SEctuirrv AorNoe,
SociAL Sacuairy Boamp,

Wasin gtn, D. (7., August 27, 1943.
lon. ArrTHL-B II. VA,NsE~wmR,

United states Senate, Washington, D. C.
Dr.n SENATOR VANDrNaOUG: This is In reply to your letter of June 15 in which

you ask a number of questions concerning the old-age and survivors insurance
program and the Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust fund. In addi-
tion to answering your specific questions, I am appending a presentation of the
major reasons why, in the opinion of the Social Security Board, It would be
unwise to defer the increase in the contribution rates of the program now
scheduled to take effect on January 1, 1944.

I am answering your specific questions in order below in occordance with your
numbering.

1. What will be the total receipts from social-security taxes for old-age
benefits (referring to the existing 1 percent tax on employers and also on
employees) for ne fiscal year ending June 30, 1943?

Total taxes re.-et-ed under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act during
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, amounted to $1,130,000,000.

2. What -will be the total draft upon this fund for (a) administrative ex-
penses, and (b) the payment of benefits for the fisol year ending June 30,
1913?

Total benefit payments from the trust fund during the fiscal year ended June
$0, 1943, amounted to $149,000,000 and reimbursement for administrative ex-
penses amounted to $27,000,000, or a total of $176,000,000.

3. What will be the reserve under this section of the law on June 30.
19437

The toto assets of the trust fund as of June 30, 1943, were $1,268,000,000.
4. What will be the highest prospective annual benefits to be paid in the

ensuing 5 years? I shall be glad to have this question answered not only on
the basis of your original actuarial"calculations but also on the basis of the
maximum charge against the fund which you might contemplate in any of the
next 5 ensuing years.

Rapid changes In the patterns of employment and earnings during and after
the war as well as the extra war mortality, and the numerous other uncertainties
connected with the changing national and international situation, make it very
difficult to estimate old-age and survivors insurance disbursements during the
coming 5 years.

Numerous assumptions must be made as a basis for specific estimates of pros-
pectlive annual benefits. The use of differing assumptions would naturally pro-
duce quite divergent results. On a basis of two different sets of assumptions,
each of which seems reasonable in view of the present economic situation and the
possibilities inherent In the changing situation, it appears that annual benefit pay.
ments during the highest of the ensuing 5 years might run as low as $450,000,000
on the one hand, or as high as $900,000,000 on the other. On the assumption that
the highest amount of annual benefit payments for the 5 fiscal-year period ending
June 30, 1948, is $00,000,000, and that approximately $40,000 000 is disbursed for
administrative expenses, it would appear that a total of $910,000, would repre-
sent the highest annual expenditures expected In the 5 fiscal years ending June
80, 194A It is possible, however, that benefit disbursements for a particular year
during this period might fall outside the range between these two estimates.
Under a combination of extreme circumstances In which a substantially larger
number of aged persons than was assumed in the preceding estimates build up
wage credits in covered employment and then retire and the toll of the war i
reflected In Increased survivors' payments, It could happen that total expendi-
tures In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, would exceed $940,000,000 and would
approach one-third of the assets of the fund as of June 30, 1943. It would be
reasonable, however, to refer to $940,000,600 as the probable maximum expen41-
ture.
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The foregoing figures are tentative since they are made substantially In advance
of the Fourth Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund. They are based on a rough projection bf
certain of the estimates contained In the third annual report, a copy of which Is
available In the office of the clerk of the Senate Committee on Finance.

6. What pay-roll tax on employer and entployee is necessary In 1 4 in
order to maintain a "reserve" which Is "three times the highest annual ex-
penditure expected in the ensuing 5 years"?

The answer to this question depends, of course, upon the choice of assumptions
as to conditions affecting both amounts of taxable wages and amounts of ex-
penditure. Consistent with lfrobable maxinitun expenditures of $910,000,000 for
tue fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, the probable maximum for the calendar
year ending December 31, 1949, would be about $1,100,000,000. If no employer
or employee contributions were collected In 1944, the assets on December 31,
1944, would amount to about $4,000,000,000, which is more than three times the
estimated expenditures during the calendar year 1949. Under these aump-
tions, therefore, no taxes would be required in 1944 to maintain a ratio of assets
to expenditures.(in the fifth ensuing year) of at least 3 to 1, but the rates of
2 percent each on employers and employees now scheduled in the law are de-
sirable for the adequate long-run financing of the program and represent appro-
priate minimum rates for 1)44 under present circunntant, as pIointed out
below.

6. Is it, or is It not, a fact that the socil security pay-roll taxes which
would be collected in 1914 at 1 percent (without rate change) would b*
equal to the taxes (and actually exceed them) which you and your Board
estimated 4 years ago could be collected In 1944 at the rate of 2 percent
on employers and employees?

On the assumption. that the social security pay-roll taxes continue at their
present rates of 1 percent each on employers and employees and that the amount
of taxable wages remains at Its 1943 level, over $1,300,000,000 would be collected
in taxes under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act during 1044. This
amount would be in excess of the estimate for 1944 presented in the report of
the Senate Committee on Finance on the Social Security Act Ameqdments of
1939, which stated that the actual figures for any year would differ from those
shown (S. Rept. No. 734, 7Gth Cong., pp. 1718). ThIs qualification was neces-
sarliy made In the report, since the figures presented were a straight-line pro-
jection for a 15-year period based on then existing levels of earnings and em-
ployment and took no account of specific year-to-year fluctuations around the
projection. The annual figures in the report were illu-trative and do nott trnll-
cate the amounts necessary to finance the program in any given year or under.
clrci'ntstances where wage credits of workers have risen above previous ex-
pectations.

The larger-than-expected taxes have resulted from the high levels of employ-
ment and wages accompanying the war which has similarly increased potenual
benefit obligations of the fund over those anticipated in 139. The great Increase
In the number of persons acquiring wage credits Is indicated by the fact that
in the second quarter of 1939, when the report referred to was prepared, 26.9
million workers had taxable wages, whereas in the last quarter of 1942 the cor-
responding figure was 87.9 million persons.

The major reasons why it would be unwise, In the opinion of the Social
Security Board, to defer the increase In the contribution rates now scheduled
to take effect on January 1, 1944, may be stated as follows:

(1) The contribution rates scheduled in the existing law, together with
interest receipts to the tru-st fund, may eventually prove inadequate to meet
the benefit payments provided in the existing Ifw and the administrative ex-
penses of the program, depending upon developments which cannot be fore-
seen with confidence. Any reduction in the scheduled contribution rates would
lessen the temporary excess of receipts over disbursements, would lessen what
would otherwise be the size of the fund, and hence, would reduce the future
Interest Income of the funQ. This would increase the likelihood of an eventual
deficit, or would hasten and Increase the size of such a deficit. No doubt the
existing law would be amended before an actual deficit developed. At such
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time an increase In contribution rates beyond the highest now scheduled, or
a reiluction In the scope or level of benefits, or a Federal subsidy, or some
combination of the three, would become necessary. A reduction In the tax
rates scheduled to apply In 1944 would be a step toward such an eventual
situation.

(2) A consideration of the provisions of the existing law concerning the
reports which the board of trustees of the trust fund Is required to make to
Congress supports the view that the scheduled tax rates for the year 1914
should not be reduced. It is true that the existhig law requires the board
of trustees to report to Congress whenever the board Is of the opinion "that
during the ensuing 5 fiscal years the trust fund will exce"d three times the
highest annual expenditures anticilpltid during that 5-fiscal-year period." How-
ever, the law des not require Congress to take ;ny action upon the receipt
of such a report, nor ,dils It suggest that the thre-e-time rule Is the sole indicator
of the proper size of the reserve. Indted, as I tried to bring out In my letter
of September 2, 1942. to yvu, this provision was written Into the law with the
thought that it would be, meaningful only with respect to the reserve when the
benefit load has reached a considerable degree of stability and no)t for the
early years.

(3) The unusually high level of tax receipts under the old-age and survivors
insurance program during the Ist year or so should not be thought of as
constituting a cjear gain to the trust fun',. The wages which give rise to the
increased current receipts will also, in tb future, serve to qualify many inuivid-
uals for benefits who would not othernlse receive them and will increase the
potential benefit amounts payable to other Individuals. In other words, the
increased present Income to the fund means Increased future disbursements
from the fund. A reduction In the scheduled tax rates of the program because
of wartime fluctuations in the amount of taxable wages under the program
would seem to be unsound in the light of the Increasing llab!litles. Moreover,
It would lend credence to the thought that scheduled tax rates are not to be
taken seriously, but that Increass and decreases in the scheduled rates are to
be expected in accordance with temporary economic fluctuations.

(4) The chief reason why a graduated schedule of contribution rates was
incorporated in the law was to permit the ultimate contribution rates of the
program to become effective gradually. The scheduled 1 percent increase In the
rate of thd taxes on employers and employees would not seem unduly burden-
some, particularly since Its existence In the law has led to its being anticipated
and discounted long ago. Indeed, because of the present high levels of business
activity and wages, the scheduled increase would be less burdensome on employers
and employees than might ordinarily be the case. Moreover, a postponement
of the scheduled Increase In tax rates would not reduce the long-run tax burden
of contributors, whereas a continuance of the 1-percent rates Is likely to mislead
contributors with re-spect to the actual costs of the old-age and survivors Insur-
ance program and would lead to the necessity for sharper increases In pay-roll
taxes In later periods wl*n business; conditions and earnings may be loss favor-
able than at present.

(5) In the early years of the operation of the old-age and survivors Insurance
system the actuarial value of the benefits provided Is very many times the value
of the Individual worker's contribution. For example, a single individual who
contributes for 10 years to the systemand at the maximum salary taxable under
the law ($250 per month) might have obtained from a commercial Insurance
company an annuity of only about $2 a month with his own contributions;
whereas, this law entitles him to a benefit of $44 per montli--or 22 times the
amount purchasable from an insurance company by his own contributions.
(S. Rept. No. 734, 76th Cong., p. 16.) A married man might be entitled to $6d
per mouth or 33 times the value of his own contribution,. Moreover, the actu-
arial value of the survlvorshlp benefits alone is crudely equivalent to a 1-percent
contribution rate. The present value of these survivors' benefits at the date
of death (corresponding to the face amount of life Insurance) is between $3,000
to 410,000 for most families (and as high as $15,000 for some families). There-
fore equity to the contributors who do not receive benefits until after many
years suggests that the contribution rates be Increased to 2 percent.

(6) In addition to the equity of levying contributions at the 2-percent rate,
it would seem prudent to Increase the rate to 2 percent In order to convey to
the contributors the real value of their Insurance protection. The continuation
of the present 1-percent rate tends to ui.,lervalne the protection afforded it the
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minds of the contributors and their families as well as employers and the public
generally.

(7) As the President pointed out In his letter of October 3, 1942, adherence
to the scheduled contribution rates of the program is not only In accordance
with the necessitles of the program Itself, but at the same time "would contribute
to the noninflationary financing of the rapidly mounting war expenditures."

The fact that there are these two good reasons for adhering to the scheduled
contribution rates does not mean that social-security contributions are being
levied for other purposes than social security. As you know, all of the contri-
buttons are deposited In the trust fund and all of the bonds held by the trust
fund are United States Government securities. As the representative Advisory
Council on Social 8.curity stated In its report of December 193,M It Is necessary
and desirable that these contributions be invested in United States Governmrent
securities. A large portion of life-insurance reserves are invested In Government
securities but the policyholder still does not feel that he pays for anything else
but his insurance.

The social-security contributor benefits by Increased contributions and their
Investment in two very Important ways. First, because the collection and
Investment of these contributions at this time help to combat inflation. As the
life-insurance companies have pointed out In their recent Nation-wide advertising
campaign, it Is a matter of vl-al Importance to all insurance beneficiaries to com-
bat it flation which automatically results in a decrease in the purchasing power
of their bens fits.

The second reason why soclal-securlty contributors benefit from this increase
in rates Is that future annual Government expenditures will be proportionately
lower. This is because the Government debt In the hands of banks and other
private investors will be that much less. Or. putting it another way, the Gov.
ernwent will pay to the trust fund what It would otherwise have been obliged
to pay to these banks and other private Investors. In other words, Instead of
having to make two payments--one to the trust fund and another to the banks,
the Government will only have to make the one payment to the trust fund.

Some people have said that the fact that the Government will be required to
levy taxes to redeem the Government oblgations issued to the trust fund means
that the social security contributors are being taxed twice for the same purpose.
This, as you know, Is not true. The truth is that the social security contributors
are taxed only once to pay for their benefits when they make their regular con-
tr.butons. As taxpayers they may also be obliged to pay taxes to redeem Gov-
ernment obligations Issued to the trust fund, but when they do so they are paying
for the cost of the war and not for the cost of social security benefits. They
would have to pay these taxes to rover the cost of the war whether the bonds
are sold to the trust fund or to Individuals or to financial Institutions.

The same situation exists as regards the purchasers of War bonds. They pay
the Government once for the Government's promise to pay them the face value
of their War bonds. They pay the Government again Ig the form of taxes to en-
able the Government to pay them back the amount that they Vaned the Govern-
ment. However, then they pay their taxes as citizens to enable the Government
to pay them as creditors, they are paying for the cost of the war and not paying
the Government tw:ee for the same War bond.

So far as social-security contributors are concerned, the net result Is that
if thesa increased contributions are not paid now they will be worse off in
later years because they will have to pay higher social-security contributions then
and will also have to pay the same amount of taxes to cover the Government
debt.

I am pleased to have hail the opportunity to provide you with the foregoing
material. If I can be of any further assistance to you, please call on me.

Sincerely yours,
1s/ A. J. ALvmryr, Chinman.

Senator VANDENBERo. Mr. M. Albert Linton, president of the Provi-
dent Mutual Life Insurance Co., Philadelphia, intended to appear
before the committee. I have a copy of his brief, which I think would
be feasible to put in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It may be put in the record.
(The brief of Mr. Linton is as follows:)
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Baff or 31. ALzazr LINTON, PAzamENr, PsOVIDENT MUTUAL Lir IsUsNCE Co.

Under the Social Security Act the present tax of 2 percent paid jointly by
employers and employees to support the old-age and survivors Insurance program
J due to rise to 4 percent January 1, 1914, to 5 percent 2 years later and to

6 percent In 1949. UEder the law as It stood In 1942 the rise to 4 percent
would have taken place January 1, 1043. However, action by Congress retained
the 2 percent rate for another year. The question before Congress and the
country now is whether the doubling of the tax should be permitted In 1914,
raising the anticipated tax receipts froni.l.3 billions of dollars to 2.0 billions.

Many workers, of course, are enjoying abnormally large Incomes and to them
the increase would not be burdensome. The same cannot be said for millions
of salaried workers who are hard pressed between salary ceilings, and taxes
and living costs. We should be very sure that the increase Is necessary and
desirable before permitting It to go into effect.

When the Social Security Act was amended In 1939 Congress adopted a pay-
as-you-go system of financing, supplemented by provision for a contingency
reserve to support the program should tax receipts fall off severely in times
of poor business. The exact size of the contingency reserve fund is not specified
in the law but It Is provided that Congress shall be notified If the trustees
of the f3nd find the reserve has fallen to a figure that is unduly small or has
exceeded an amount equal to three tines the highest annual outlay anticipated
during the ensuing 5-year period. This latter provision clearly Indicates the
maxInum size of the fund contemplated by Congress.

Under the foregoing plan It was realized that the outgo some day would rise
above the receipts from the ultimate 6 percent pay-roll tax rate; and that when
that happened the General Treasury would have to supplement the pay-roll tax
receipts by appropriations from general revenue funds. This supplement was
estimated to reach an amount equivalent to some 4 percent of pay rolls. Inci-
dentally, a subsidy from general revenue funds to support a contributor social
security system is In line with the practice In many other countries.

What are the facts of the present situation? In the first place the contingency
reserve has increased rapidly. At the end of this year It will be In the neighbor-
hood of 4% billions, The estimated tax receipts In 1914 at the present 2 percent
rate will be 1.3 billions. The outgo for benefit payments and expenses in 1914
will probably not exceed one-sixth of that sum. For 1943 the total will be under
200 millions.

The Chairman of the Social Security Board In a letter to Senator Vanden-
berg appearing In the Congressional Record, estimated that the total outgo for
benefit payments and expenses In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, nlght
be as high as 940 millions and as low as 490 millions, nilowing for the same
expenses at the lower rate as at the higher one. For the calendar year 1944
the probable maximum is given at 1 100 millions. No probain, minimum is
Indicated but It Is not likely that It would be much In excess of 600 millions.

Here, therefore, Is the situation: We are collecting over six ints as much as
the current outgo. The contingency reserve at the beginning of 1914 will be
well over four times the probable maximum outgo In 1949, 5 years hence, and
about eight times the probable minimum. Under Fuch conditions hard-pressed
workers may well ask why their social security tax should be doubled. Business,
especially small business, may ask the same question.

In the light of what has happened, some still broader questions arise. For
example, under the schedule in the law, the tax rate must go to 6 percent In
1949. May it not be possible that some other date for reaching the 6 percent
level would be better? Again the schedule of tax rates Is 2-4-5-4 Iercent. Each
I percent now means some $60,00,000 a year In tax receipts. Might It not be
wlse to make the series 2-34-5-6 percent, thus easing the adjustment to the higher
level? It Is evldrnt that the tax schedule and the contingency reserve formula
as things now stand are not coordinated. Should they not be? And, If so, which
should be modified, the tax schedule, the reserve formula, or both?

Should not a thorough review of this situation be made in the near future?
In the meantime should the tax rates be Irrreased at all for 19t? Unless some-
thing quite unforeseen should occur, the reserve Is likely to increase to seime
5% billions by the end of that year: and as already pointed out, the outgo will
In all likelihood be less than one-sixth of the Income produced by the present 2
percent tax rate.

An argument advanced for doubling the present 2 percent tax rate in 1944 Is
that the Increase would siphon off excess purchasing power and hence be anti-
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inflationary In Its effets. One serious defect in this argument is that If smial
security taxes should be ImposkNd for a double Inirpose there is danger #hat
when the ibitsion threat Izts Pss., the excess tax receipts will be used un-
wisely to the detriment of the so0ial security system. Would it not be letter
to levy anti-inflationary taxes wirately, without a social security bait, and
then to repeal them when the need has disappeared?

It is going to be pretty difficult under the circumstances to convince em'oyees
and employers that it is necessary to double the old-age pay-roll tax rate Janu-
ory 1, and collect In 1014 an additional 1.3 billions to raise the reserve fund to
some $TAX0.000.0) by the end of that tVear. I have no fear that when benefit
payments begin to reach sizable fig vs that those included In the social security
system will le willing to iy lncreased taxes to support it. However, under
conditions as they exist today, I wonder, If they knew the facts, whether they
would approve of an increase in 144.

The CAIRMtAN. This committee will recess until 10 tomorrow.
(Whereupon at 12 o'clock In, the committee adjourned until 10

a. M., Friday, Oetober 15, 1943.)



FREEZING TIlE CONTRIBUTION RATES OF THE FEDERAL
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE AT 1 PERCENT
FOR 1944

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1943

UMTED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTiEE ON FINANCE,

Wa.shington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. i., in room

312, Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairnn)
presiding.

Present: Senators George (chairman), Walsh, Bailey, Clark, Gerry,
Guffey, Johnson, Lucas, Vandenberg, Davis, Danaher, Taft, Butler
and Millikin.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order. Mr.
Daugherty, conic around, please.

STATEMENT OF PAUL J. DAUGHERTY, DIRECTOR, SOCIAL SECURITY
DEPARTMENT, OHIO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, COLUMBUS,
OHIO

Mr. DAUOHrMTY. Mr. Chairman and gentleman of the committee,
I am Paul J- Daugherty, representing the Ohio Chamber of Com-
merce, 1 South Fourth Street, Columbus, Ohio.

The Ohio Chamber of Commerce, the oldest and largest State-wide
organization in the State of Ohio, comprehending all classes of large
and small business, agriculture, and the professions, favors a reten-
tion of the present social-security tax rate of 1 percent on the em-
ployer and 1 percent on the employee until such time as there is demon-
strated a need for increased rates.

An examination of the Third Annual Report of the Board of Trus-
tees of the Federal Old-Age nnd Survivors Insurance Trust Fund
and of other official sources shows there is no disagreement on the
fact that the present and prospective old-age and survivors insurance
fund is now in excess of the statutory "three-times formula" by many
millions of dollars.

It has been estimated that the trust fund balance on December 31,
1944, will amount to at least $4,600,000,000. Even the higher esti-
mate of benefit costs for the year ending December 31, 1949. shows
that this reserve is above the ratio of 3-to-1 by $1,30,000,000. We
believe that when the Congres enacted the three-times formula in
1939 it had a definite purpose in mind namely, that of setting up a
measuring stick which would permit the gradual accumulation of R
contingent reserve fund of sufficient size to meet adequately the future
increasing costs. Congress also discarded the so-called 'full reserve
idea, under which, it was estimated, the fund eventually would reach
some $40,000,000,000, or more. Since pre.ent revenues at the existing
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1-percent rate on both employer s and employees are more than ade-
quate in terms of the congressional measuring stick, we believe that
there is no financial or ethical reason for arbitrarily doubling these
rates at this time. To do so would mean that we would revert to the
original tax schedule, which contemplated the full reserve, and place
the three-times formula on the shelf as being a meaningless instrument.

It has been argued that a reduction in the scheduled contribution
rates would lessen the excess of receipts over disbursem ents and as
such would keep the trust fund at a lower level and thereby reduce
the interest income to the trust fund. We submit that this argument
in and of itself does not change the basic question in any manner.
The interest income to the trust fund represents, in reality, a gov-
ernmental contribution which is derived from current taxes. If, in
future years, it becomes necessary for the Government to appropriate
directly to the old-age and survivors trust fund, we know that this
will b done, whether it is in the form of a direct statutory interest
payment or in the form of a regular governmental appropriation.

Testimony presented in 1939 indicated that there would have to be
a direct governmental appropriation at some time in the future,
whether interest was paid or not. See hearings before Committee
an Ways and Means, volume 3, Seventy-sixth Congress, page 211'2,
1939.

In the meantime, the interest factor represents a bookkeeping
entry which must be recognized in each budget year.

It has been stated that the Congress,need not recognize the three-
times rule as the sole indicator of the proper size of the reserve fund;
that in reality it would not have meaning until the benefit load has
reached a considerable degree of stability. It is difficult for us to
understand what is meant by "stability"'because the official reiorts
show that the estimated benefit costs of the present old-age and sur-
vivors insurance program will continue to increase into the future
for many decades. If the three-times test were not to have effect
until the year 1910 or 1980, it would be meaningless. We think that
since this formula looks ahead for a period of 5 years and takes the
highest estimated benefit cost and trebles it, it is a useful and reason-
able instrument to be employed in anticipating the gradual increase
in costs.

It has been contended that the present high level of tax receipts un-,
der the old-age and survivors insurance program during recent years
is not clear pain to the trust fund. We agree that this is a reason.
able conclusion in certain instances. It is obvious tMat more people
are being paid higher wages and are being given steadier work and
that the potential benefits payable in future years may be higher
than they otherwise would. In the third annual report of the b6ard
of trustees, certain factors are cited to show that thee are also other
contributions to the fund which more nearly represent a clear gain.
These are:

First. A reduction in benefit payments due to the increase in em-
ployment opportunities. This applies both to individuals who are
beyond age 65 and also to those entitled to survivors' benefits who are
now working. In this particular group it would seem that the fund
was being enhanced both on the expenditure and the income side.

Second. The report cites the "employment of women and other
temporary workers'as orie of the factors leading to an increase in the
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assets of the trust fund. In this group are listed married women,
unmarried women, and men shifting from noncovered employments
to covered employments. The trustees say,

In sumary, it may be said that the heavy Increases In covered employment
of men and women not normally a part of the system should result in a net
addition to the fund if the war is not greatly prolonged, and If a large propor-
tion of these persons return to noncovered employment, or, in the case of
married women, return to the home.

Third. The report also lists "Government civilian employment"
and militaryy service" as possible factors leading to increased assets
in the fund. A doubled rate on these individuals appears inequit-
able and unreasonable. Also, it is reasonable to assume that the es-
timated benefits for the years through 1949 have been adjusted to in-
clude this increased risk. Thus, the three-times formula will and d.es
anticipate the fact that there are more workers and higher wages and
possible increased future liabilities.

Has the tax rate been discounted I It has been stated that because
of the present high levels of business activity and earnings, the sched-
uled increase of the rates to 2 percent on the employer and 2 percent
on the employee on January 1, 1944, would be less burdensome at this
time. We believe this to be only partially true. We recognize that
the exigencies of war make it imperative that all citizens share in
financing the var to the fullest extent possible. However, we submit
that the use of a direct pay-roll tax without exemptions-even though
it applies to a large segment of the taxpaying group, both employee
and employer-is not a fair method. If we could isolate workers and
employers from the present effect of increased income taxes, in-
creased cost of living, wage and price freezing, priorities, and other
forms of wartime regulations, the case for increased pay-roll taxes
might be more tenable.

Tlo illustrate the point, we need only consider the fact that many
employers and employees in essential industries have had substan-
tialincreases in their business and earnings. So far as some of these
employers are concerned, the case probably could be made that they
will pay the tax either in the form of increased social-security rates
or through the excess-profits tax.

On the other hand, there are many thousands of employees and
employees who, through no fault of their own, are not in this favor-
able position. There aie employers in the State of Ohio who are
having a serious time making ends meet in spite of the fact that over-
all business conditions are g6od.

If we consider the employees' side of the picture, the same situation
prevails. We know that there are many office and clerical workers-
the so-called white-collar group-who have been bearing a full share
in increased income taxes and the purchase of War bonds. But, mark
you, they are also faced with increases in the cost of living and at
the same time are subject to the wage and salary restrictions which
prevent individual adjustments to meet the changing economic con-
ditions.

In view of these facts, we do not believe that it can be said that a
doubled social-security tax will be absorbed easily. Certainly, it will
not be levied on the basis of ability to pay. Rather it will apply to
the first dollar of earnings of any individual, and the first dollar of
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pay roll of any employer, without regard as to whether the individual
taxpayer has inflationary funds in his pocket or not.

Senator TArr. You mean there is a certain group that considers the
increased social-security tax more equitable than the sales tax?

Mr. DAuGHERTY. Exactly.
Senator TArr. That has not only no relation to incoine but it hits

a certain group and leaves another group entirely exempt.
Mr. DAUOI -Y. That is right.
The CHAInMAN. As a tax it is really a capital levy on industry. That

is, to my mind, not an argument against a social-.ecurity system, but
it is an argument against any undue increases in this type of tax.

Mr. DAuoyERTY. That is right, sir.
Senator TAr. You are merely presenting an answer to the argument

that this is a time we should get all the money we can to finance the
Government.

Mr. DAUGnFfrt. That is right.
Senator VANDENBERo. Don't you agree there can never be an argu-

ment against any kind of social-security tax that is required to pay
for a specific social-security benefit, but the moment you divert from
that fundamental rule of honesty you are off to the races in any event?

Mr. DAUGHERmT. That is exactly right.
Conclusion: I wish to make it clear to the gentlemen of this com-

mittee that the views of the Ohio Chamber of Cominmere coincide with
the views of other outstanding business organizations in the United
States on this subject.

At a taxation conference held in Chicago in September of this year,
business organizations from all parts of the country were united in
their opinion that the social-security tax rate should not be increased
on January 1, 1944. In general, the position of these business asso-
ciations is as follows:

Automatic Increases in tax rates: All provisions for automatic Increases In
the rates of the old-age and survivors Insurance pay-roll taxes should be
eliminated from the law, and the present 1 percent rates should be continued
until the necessity for an adjustment Is made to appear.

At thin meeting there were 21 State chambers of commerce, the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the National Association
of Manufacturers, a large number of local chambers of commerce, and
other national, State, and local trade associations.

Thus, in summary, our position is this-
Senator VAWDrERzao. Excuse me. What wa. that meeting!
Mr. DAuonERTY. It was a conference sponsored by the Asociated

Chambers of Commerce, Senator, in Chicago.
Senator VANDENIMEo. Is there a list ava"able of all those who par-

ticipated?
Mr. DAUGHETfY. I can submit that. I do not have that with me.
Senator VANDEWNE1G. I would like very'much to have that put in

the record.
M r. DAUGHEMr. All right, sir.
(The list referred to is as follows:)

United States Chamber of Commerce.
National Association of Manufacturers.
Alabama: Assoclated [uduatries of Alabama.1
Arlona: Arlzna Tax Researth Association.

California: California Stati Chamber of Commerce; Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce; Oakland Chamber of Comme ce.
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Colorado: Manufacturers Ab-oclation of Colorado; Colorado State Chamber of
Commerce.

Connecticut: Manufacturers Ass.oclation of Connecticut; Manufacturers Associa-
tion of Meridan, Inc.

Delaware: Delaware Chamber of Commerce.
Illinois: Illinols Bankers Association; Illinois Manufacturers' Association; liii-

nolN State Chamber of Commerce.
Indiana: Indiana State Chamber of Commerce; Indiana Manufacturers' Associa-

tion.
Kansas: Assoclated Industries of Kansas; Kansas State Chamber of Commerce.
Kentucky: Associated Industries of Kentucky.
Maine: Associated Industries of Malne.
Michigan: Mchg anufacrer' Asoclatlon; Employers Assoclatlon of Dc-
trolt; Muskegon Employers' ASociation.

Minnesota: Minneapolis Civic and Commerce Association.
MLsslssippl: Jackson Chamber of Commerce.
Montana: Butte Chamber of Commerce; Associated Industries of Montana.
New Jersey: New Jersey State Chamler of Commerce; Manufacturers' Associa-

tion of New Jersey.
New York: Associated Indstries of New York State, Inc.; Associated State

Chamber of Commerce.
North Dakota: Greater North Dakota A&soclatlon.
Ohio: Cincinnati Chamber of Conueti.-r, Toledo Chamber of Commerce; Marion

Chamber of Commerce; the Ohio Chamber of Commerce; Newark Chamber
of Commerce; Mansfield Chamber of Commerce; The Ohio Manufacturers'
Association, The Indusitrial Association, Cincinnati.

Oklahoma: Oklahoma Slate Chamber of Commerce.
Pennsylvania: Pezuisyivanla State Chamber of Commerce; Pennsylvania Manu-

facturers' Association.
Rhode Island: AssAclated Industries of Ithode Island.
South Carolina: Organized Buslnes,, Inc.
South Dakota: Greater South Dakota Associatlon.
Tenne.sce: Tennessee Manufacturers' Agsociation.
Texas: Texas State Manufacturers' Association; East Dallas Chamber of Com-

merce.
Virginia: Virginia State Manufacturers' Association.
West Virginia: West Virginia Manufacturers' Association; West Virginia State

Chamber of Commerce.
Wisconsin: Wisconsin Manufacturers' Association; Wisconsin State Chamber of

Commerce.
NATIONAL TRADE ASSOcIAT rONS

American Bankers Association.
Association of American Railroads.
Automobile Manufacturers' Association.
Folding Paper Box Association of Americd.
Hardware Mutuals.
Frank Luther, New York City.
Millers National Federation.
National Assoclation of Building Owners and Managers.
National Founders Association.
National Paint, Varnish, and Lacquer Association.
Steel Plate Fabricators Association.

ADDITIONAL ASSOCIATIONS RLPRW TW- BY THE ASSOCIATED STATE CHAMBERS O

Massachusetts State Chamber of Commerce.
Montana State Chamber of Commerce.
Providence Chamber of Commerce, Rhode Island.
East Texas Chamber of Commerce.
Virginia State Chamber of Commerce.

Mr. DAuomrrr. 1. The three-times formula contained in the pres-
ent law, using highest. estimated benefits, clearly shows that present
reserves are more than adequate.
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2. In view of the tremendous increase in taxation which have been
found necessary to finance the war we believe that serious inequities
will result from an arbitrary doubling of the pay-roll taxes when
the need for such increases is not established.

3. Because excess tax collections in the old age and survivors trust
fund are aiding in the financing of the war, we do not believe that it
is fair or proper that a special group in the taxpaying population
should be called upon to pay a double tax.

The problem of financing the war, of course, is a separate issue and
it increased taxes or enforced savings are in order they should be made
to apply universally and not be applied solely to the employers and
workers in the country who pay the social-security taxes.

4. Finally, we contend that the action taken by this committee last.
year-1942-in recommending freezing the social-security tax, and
concurred in by the Congress, was proper; that the experience of the
past year has proved the wisdom of this committee's judgment.

In 1939 and 1942 Congress, by postponing scheduled increases in
the rates, asserted its belief that additional pay-roll taxes were not
needed at that time. What was true in 1939 and 1942 is even more
true today.

The CIIRMMAN. Are there any questions by any members of tho
committee?

Mr. DAUGHERTY. Mr. Chairman, I have here an analysis of the third
annual report of the board of trustees, applying the three-times for-
mula to various sums shown in that report. I would like to submit it
to the committee for their consideation.

The CHAIRMAN. You may insert it in the record.
(The analysis referred to is as follows:)

DoLmu.No or OLD-AGE AND StU VFQRS INsx-RANCE Tsx RAT: ON JANUARY 1, 1914,
UNJUSTIMIED UPON ANALYSIS OF TRUSPEs' REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1912

In 1942 the Congress voted to freeze the old-age and survilvors Insurance (social
security) tax at the existing 1 percent rate on the employer ard 1 percent rate
on the employee through the calendar year 1943. This action was based on the
excellent status of the Federal old-age aud survivors in surance trust fund as
reported for the fiscal yeJr ending June 30, 1941.

The third annual report of the board of trustees of the Federal old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund for the fiscal ye-ar ending June 30. 1042, was filed
with the Congress on May 26 1943. (Congressional Record, Vol. 89, No. 96, p.
4980.)

A careful examination of the facts contained in this report leads to the follow-
ing conclusions:

1. Present tax rates of 1 percent are in excess of current needs; the trust
fund Is more than adequate.

2. An automatic doubling of these rates on January 1, 1944, to 2 percent on
the employer and 2 percent on the employee. In accordance with the existing
schedule cortained In sections 1400 and 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code, is
not justifl.d.

A CONTINGENT RSERVE RNLY

In 1939, when the social-security tax was frozen for 8 years at the 1 percent
level upon the recommendation of the Secretary of Treasury, he said:

"We should not accumulate a reserve fund any larger than is necessary to pro-
tect the system against unforeseen deellnei in evenues or Jncreases in the vol-
ume of benefit payments. Specifically, I would suggest to Congress that it plan
the financing of the old-age-insurance system with a view to maintaining for

.use In contiageucles an eventual reserve amounting to ndt more than three
tImes the highest prospective annual benefits In the ensuing 6 years." (Hearings
relative to the SocIal Security Act amendments of 1939, vol. 8, pp. 2113-2114.)
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This recommendation was accepted by the Congress, and the so-called full
reserve plan discarded for a contingent reserve. According to the present law,
a report to Congress Is to be made, "whenever the board of trustees is of the
opinion that during the ensuing 5 fiscal years, the trust fund will exceed three
times the highest annual expenditures anticipated during that (ensuing) 5-fiscal.
year period." (Social Security Act, title i, sec. 201 (b) (3).)

The purpose of the following analysis, based on the trustees' report for the
fiscal year ended JTune 30, 1942, Is to determine whether or not there is Justifica-
tlon for returning to the original tax-rate schedule (calling for a 4-percent corn-
liued. tax In 1944 and 1945) or whether present rates are adequate. Comparison
of various reserve balances In accordance with the official formula Is necessary
in order to ascertain the answer.

ANALYSIS OF JUNE 30. 1912, ALANCF

There was a balance of $3,227,000,000 in the old-age and survivors' Insurance
trust fund on June 30, 1942. (Daily Statement of the United States Treasury,
July 15, 1943, table II, p. 13. Actual balance: $3,227,191,145.25.) In order to
test this official balance, It Is necessary to determine the estimated benefit costs
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 147 (5 years in advance).

The trustees' report proposes three possible alternative benefit estimates for
1947 as follows (third annual trustees' report, table 4, p. 24):

I. Low rate of retirement among the aged ---------------------- 380,000,000
2. Medium rate of retirement among the aged ------------------ 515, 000, 000
3. High rate of retirement among the aged --------------------- 775,000,000

Obviously, the most conservative method of testing the 1942 trust fund balance
would Ik, to u.e the highest estimated benefit cost of $775,000.000 in the test for
adequacy as follows:
Trust fund balance (end of fiscal year 1942) ----------------- $3, 22T. 0. 000
Highest estimated benefits In ensuing 5 years 1947 ($775,00,000

times 3) ------------------------------------------------- 2. T25, 000, 000

Excess reserve ---------------------------------------- cm, 0(0, 000
Under this test, the trust funid on June 30, 1042, Instead of being three tlm~s

the highest benefits, is actually over four times the highest benefit estimate in
the ensuing 5-year period.

Under the estimate low rate of retirement, the excess reserve would be $1.98?,,
t00,000. The trust fund would be over eight times the highest benefits. Under
the medium rate of retirement, the 1942 reserves would be over six times the
highest benefits.

The trustees' report contains an additional series of estimates with respect to
the probable benefit costs in the year 1947. which show what the aggregate
amount of benefits might be If various percentages (25 to 100 percent) of all wage
earners eligible for retirement benefits were to rett-. in the year 1947.

The maximum benefit cost for the year 1947-assuming that all eligible wsge
earrers were to retire at the end of that fiscal year-is estimated at $M20,000,000.
(Third annual trustees' report, table 6, I 26)

If we apply the "three times" criterion to the trust-fund balance on June 30,
1042 of $3227,C00,000, we find thot the fund Is still In excess of the "three times
requirement in the amount of $467,000,000.
Trust-fund balance (end of fiscal year 1942) ----------------- $3, 227, 000, 000
Hlghest estimated benefits assuming 100 percent retirement In

1947 ($920,000,000 times 3) ------------------------------ 2,700,000,000

Excess reserve -------------------------------------- 467, 000, 000
The above table shows conclusively that the most sanguine estimate of benefit

costs for the year 1947 Is still In excess of the "three times" requirement.

ANALYSIS Or 1943 BALANCE

The third annual trustees' report, Issued In May 1943, contains estimates of
receipts 'nd expenditures for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943. These compare
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with the actual experience reported In the daily statement of the United States
Treasury on July 15, 1943, as follows:

Estimated Aivael
Trust-fund balance, June 30, 1942 ---------- $3, 227, 000,00 $3,227,000,000

Taxes during year ----------------------- 1,105,000,000 1,13000, 000
Interest during year ----------------------- 88,000,000 87,000,000

Total income ---------------------- 1 ,193,00,000 '1,218,000,000
Total expenses ----------------------------- 184,000,000 177.000,000

Excess collections -------------------- 1,000, 000, 00 1,041,000,000

Trust-fund balance, June 3, lIP3-.....4,23,000,000 4,28, 000,000
Increased $ 1,000,000 due to rounding of amounts.

NoTL-Column headed "Estimated"-rference is made to third annual trustees' report,
table 4, p. 24. Column headed "Actual"-referenee is made to daily statement of the U. S.
Treasury, p. 13. table 1i, trust fund, June 80, 1943. $4.26,,295,983.32.

In order to test the actual balance of $4,20,00,000 on band, it I necessary
to estimate the possible benefit cost in 148. Based on a projection of the
highest benefit cost estimate for 1047, a potential benefit cost of $50,000,000 for the
year 1948 has been estimated. Applying the "three times" test to the actual
1948 balance:

Trust fund balance, June 30, 1 -43. . . . ..---------------------- $4,268,000000
Highest estimated benefits In ensuing 5 years, 1948 ($350,000,-

000 times 3) ---------------------------------------------- 2,850.000,000

Excess reserve ---------------------------------------- 1.,418, 000,000
The actual 1943 balance is over 4.4 times the hIghW5t estimated annual benefit

cost in the ensuing 5 years.

INCREASED TAX ItATr UNNIEXsARY

From the foregoing analysis, it is clear that the 1942 and 1943 reserve balances
are many millions of dollars In excess of the "three times" requirement established
by law. The only remaining question Is to determine what the effect of a con-
tinued 1 percent tax rate would b4 as compared with the official estimate-s of
the trustees' report whih assume that the old schedule of increa ,d tax rates
will be In effect. This comparison Is given in the table on page t.

Part I of the table Is based on the official estimates in the truee' report
which assume highest benefit costs and lowest tax yields.

Part II adjusts the tax estimates conservatively to a continued 1 percent tax
rate basis on employers and employees and uses the same highest benefit cost
estimates.

Part I of the table shows that if the tax rates are allowed to Increase accord.
Ing to the original schedule, the trust fund balance at the end of the fiscal year
1947, under the least favorable conditions of employment and highest benefit
estimates, will be $11,346,000,000

The board of trustees' third annual report estimates that for the 5-year period
1951-65, the average benefit cost will be $1,600.000.000 per year. Applying the
"three times" test to the balance of $11,340,000,000 produces an excess reserve
of $8,546,000,000 in 1947.
Trust fund balance (beginning fiscal year 1948) ------------- $11,848,000,000
Highest estimated benefit in 5-year period 1951-55 ($1,000,-

000,000 times 3) ----------------------------------------- 4,800,000,000

Excess reserve ------------------------ --------------- ,54,000,000
In part II of the table it Is assumed that dnrln,7 the 5-year period 194-47, the

tax rate would remain at 1 percent. The income estimates of the trustees'
report are conservatively adjusted in accordafice with this assumption. Under
these conditions the estimated trust fund balance on June 30, 1947, -would be
$7.015.000000. This would still be an excess of the "three times" test by
$2,215.0C0,000.
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TAuLz l.-B timfcd opvatilns of (ie old-a6e and surav'ors injurarce trust
fund, for 6 floal years, July 1, $911, to June80, 197

(In millions o dollars)

PART I. IF TAX RATES INCREASE ACCORDING TO EXISTING PROVISIONS OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AND HIGHEST BENEFIT ESTIMATES ARE USED '

1941-421 1942-431434 1944-45 M"4-4 IN"?

AverapcoomnblnetaxrW4 (perrent)............. 21 __ 3 4 itsl 3

Fund at bgnnng of year .......................

Taxes during year ......................
Interest duri year ....................

Total Income ..............................

Benits during year .............................
AdmlnLstnatve expen.es duirns year .............

Tota disburaemenU .......................

Eteeu ooUections during year ....................

Fund at ead of yee .......................

937 27 6 ~ 6 $5,= V 0A 2,

71 I 68 109 145 W5 215

W7 1.193 1,601 % 765 2. 1 S .2&W

271 29 D 31 31 S

137 184 23I331 622 81
830 1,009 1,430 %,433 1.1493 11,702

-=27 I.36 ,46W 80i1 1 9 ofI 11143

PART IL IF TA X RATE REMAINS AT 1 PERCENT ON EMPLOYER AND I PERCENT ON
EMPLOYEE AND HIGHEST BENEFIT ESTIMATES ARE USED

Avenge combined tax rate (percent) ............. 2 2 L 2J 21

Fund at begionng of year.................... f~'_ $.r $268 K ~ '3'61 $145

Taxes durinyear .......................... 56 ,V 1300 1, 310 5I 9.... :: --- V.10 1411 130
I - yea.............. ... ........ n 11 133 13 3

TotalIncome .............................. 71 1,213 1,2, 1,413 9 21 1,0n
Bwcfltadurdns:yea: ......................... 110, 1491 2D51 251 665 7751
A draioratnve experts during yeA r............. 7 37 33

Total disbursements..................... 7 1 177n-. ,

Excesscolctionsduring year... ..... 3 1,041 ",o05 1, 113 3701 25W

Fundatendoyear........................ 1 M 4, 2 36 7,015

m A estimates In tbis portion of the t4ble are tbose of the Board of Trustes of ibe Old-Age mnd Survirors
Izsrtaoe TrusT Fund, Tbird Annaua Report, table 4.

I Actual Income and expeuditures.
' Combined ax rate for Last 6 months o9 at3 p eroent and for first 6 months of 1944 at4 pereat.
I Combined tas rate fot last 6 monthof 1945 at 4 percent and lot frst monthsof9 I4 at l percent.
I Actual figures Just fy total of 1l,218,00,000.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are evident:
1. The 1942 trust fund balance Is in excess of the "three times" requirement by

$902,000,000 even though highest benefit cost estimates are used.
2. The 1943 trust fund balance is In excess of highest benefit cost estimates for

1948 by $1,418000,000.
3. Present tax rates of 1 percent are more than sufficient not only to meet

current or prospective needs, but also to maintain the trust fund above the
statutory reserve requirements.

4. An arbitrary increase of the tax rates on January 1, 1044, to 2 percent on
the employer and the 2 percent on the employee is not juslified and will prudnce
reerves In excess of current or prospective needs.

. Under present conditions, increased social Security pay roll taxes will create
pressure for higher prices and wages.

6. The Congress should revise the taxing provisions of the act In accord with
the existing reserve requirements by enacting legislation which will keep the tax
rates at the 1 percent level until the "three times" requirement In future years
shows the need for increasing the rates.
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(Prepared by social security department, Ohio Chamber of Commerce, Colum-
bus, Ohio. August St. 1943)

The CIIAIRMAN. Are there any other questions I If not, Mr. Daugh-
erty we thank you for your appearance.

M'r. DAuOmirT. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Compton.

STATEMENT OF R. T. COMPTON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, STATE
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATIONS DIVISION, NATIONAL INDUS-
TRIAL COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D. 0.

Mr. CoMeroN. My name is R. T. Compton, assistant director, State
Manufacturers Association division, National Industrial Council. I
have authority today to present the views of 33 state-wide manufac-
turers and industrial associations of the various States, includingthe
Associated Industries of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
New York, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, and Vermont; the Manufacturers
Associations of California, Colorado, Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa,
Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin; the Columbia Empire Indus-
tries, Inc., of Oregon; the Minnesota Employers Association; and the
Federated Industries of Washington.

Senator DANAUFfI. Question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator DAN.AIIFX. Will you please tell me what the National In.

dustrial Council is and how it is composed?
Mr. Cowrwx. The National Industrial Council is composed of a

number of industrial organizations throughout the United States, in-
cluding 35 State associations and a number of local and national as-
sociations. In this instance I am not authorized to represent anybody
but the specified State associations.

Senator DANAHIER. Does each send a member to some central council?
Mr. CO3rro.N. Yes, sir.
Senator TArT. Is it affiliated with the National Association of Man-

ufacturers?
Mr. CoMt-rov. It is affiliated with the National Association of Man-

ufacturers and with many industrial associations.
Senator DANAHER. Does it have some special function I
Mr. CoMeroN. The National Industrial Council I might say is not

a policy organization, it is an organization formed for the clearance
of information. That is why, as I say, I am representing only these
specific State associations who have authorized me to speak for them
on this subjecL

Senator DAVIs. Is the national headquarters in New York?
Mr. Come-roN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. YOU are located here in Washington?
Mr. Co rwrox. I am located here in Washington; yes.
Senator DAvIs. Who is the head of the National Industrial Council I
Mr. Comrrox. William P. Witherow.' The head of the group that

I represent, however, is John Lovett, ot Michigan, who is the chair-
man of the State associations group iii the council.
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The Federal old-age and survivors insurance plan was originally
set up on a large reserve basis. In 1939 Congress modified this plan
by postponing the 1940 increase in pay-roll taxes. This step was re-
peated in 1942.

All of the industrial organizations listed above favor operation of
the program on a pay-as-we-go basis.

Probably it is more accurate to speak of the cash basis as contrasted
with the level-premiwn basis.
i Today we are following neither plan. The reserve is larger than
is necessary on a cash basis, but the tax is not high enough to pay the
level-preunium cost of the insurance offered to wage earners.

Today we are advised that the lowest estimate of level-premium
cost is about 4 percent of pay rolls. Originally the estimate was
much higher than this.

There is sonle force in the argument that insured wage earners
should be required to pay more nearly the value of the insurance they
receive. Many could well afford this cost today.

On the other hand, there are many-particularly white-collar em-
ployees-whose wages have not increased substantially and to whom
the imposition of this additional tax would be just another burden
added to the pressure of rising costs of living, withholding taxes, de-
ductions for company pensions, group insurance, and so on-plus
deductions that are being made from millions of pay envelopes for
purchase of War bonds.

Many employers--war contractors subject to excess-profits taxes-
could pay this tax today with 10-cent dollars.

But there are many small employers unable to do war work and
deprived of their usual business who are today on a narrow border-
line between existence and nonexistence. The Congress has demon-
strated many times during the past months that it is acutely aware of
the problem of preserving small independent business enterprise in
this country.

The pay-roll tax is a tax on costs. Though its rate is still low, it
represents a very substantial cost to business in which labor is a large
factor. We cannot consider the future pay-roll tax rate without
facing the question whether it is advisable to double this cost if the
additional tax is not necessary to support the current cash benefit lia-
bility of the system.

During the past 4 years the trust fund has, in fact, increased far
beyond the levels originally contemplated, despite Congress' action
of last year in postponing the-increase in the tax rate.

The board of trustees of the Federal old-age and survivors' insur-
ance trust fund has published estimates of future operations based
upon three sets of conditions. Under the lowest of these the fund will
reach $11,346,000,000 in 194?, and under the highest it will reach
$14,651 000,000 in that year. The lowest of thes-e figures is more thaii
twice the original estimate-submitted in the Senate Finance Com-
mittee report on the 1939 amendments-despite the delay in increasing
the tax.

The following (table 1) is a comparison of the 1939 estimates with
actual fund status through 1942, with apparent 1943 fund status
based on the first 8 months of the year, and with the board of trustees'
estimates for future years.
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The board of trustees' estimates are for the fiscal year ending July
80, so the fund would in each case be higher by the close of the calendar
year.

TAwL 1.-Tr t ftur at cose of wor

1939 Finance
Committee esti-
mate (caleadAr Attalfiures (candar yea)

19.....0......................... $1. 000.000 4% 03L 00D. ODD
1241..............................2700% DO2.0.0(%0%2 .................................... OA &,GM 8, o.6 ,000
943.. " ................................ i% oo oo ' 4.SA Ooo.0o0

Current etlrmates-board of trustees of Federal
oid-e go a murvivo insurance trust tundI

Low Medium ELig

1944 ................................... k10000 000 .% 5 D000 000 8.122.000.000 t 00,00
194 ............................... a, 9, o , , 3% .00 .15%2000000
I4? ............................ 4. 3K ODD. 000, 11. 34 0 i, tIOA 000 1, 651,0a 00q

I EAU1 on 8 months' basis.
'Fiscal yew ending 4 months earlier than calendar yer.

This table shows a comparative statistical summary of the estimates
of the old-age and survivors' insurance trust fund which were sub.
emitted by your committee in 1939. Those estimates are fo.nd in the
first column, the left-hand column of this table, indicating that at that
time in 1939, your conimittee estimated that the balance in the trust
fund at the end of 1040 would be $1,871,000,000, and that that would
increase down through 1947 to a total of $4,398,000,000. Now, in the
right-hand column for the first 3 years we show the actual figures,
the actual amounts of the reserve at the end of each of those 3 years.
At the end of 1942 the fund was expected to be $2,254,000,000 while
actually it was-$3688,000,000. At the end of 1943--this is th calendar
year now-the committee expected that the fund would be $2,651,-
000,060 while actually by the end of this year, based on an estimate
of the fit 8 months, the fund will be about $4,813,000,000.

Now, for the future years we turn to the report of the board of
trustees, which, as was pointed out yesterday, provides estimates based
upon three sets of assumptions: First, continued better business con-
ditions second, medium conditions; and, third, worse conditions with
higher benefits and lower tax incomes.

On the basis of the low estimate, by 1947--and that is by July 1947,
the fund will amount to $11,346,000,000 if the rates provided in the
present law are continued, as compared with the 1939 estimate of
$4,398,000,000. If the high estimate should prevail, then the fund at
the end of 1947, with the tax rates now provided will be $14,651,-
0o, as compared with the original estimate of $4398,000,000.

nator DAvi. Is that dependent on, the present volume of em-ploymentl , - I
Mr. CoMProN. The high estimate would be. The low estimate is

assuming that emplgyment'will' fall oft and therefore the tax revenue
will decline relatively anl benefit parents will increase relatively.

, I
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Senator VAwD:NrBEo. You mean if the taxes increase according to
the present statutory formula I

Mr. CompoN. If the tax is increased according to the present statu-
tor formula, yes.

Senator JonNsow. What would they be in 19471
Mr. CoivroNv. The taxes?
Senator JonNoN. Yes.
Mr. ComrproN. That is shown on the rext page, page 3. If I may

go through this table, I will come to that almost immediately.
Senator JomiisoN. What is the rate?
Mr. CoMpTO-N. The rate next year will be 2 percent. For 1946 it

will be 2/ percent. It will be 2 percent for 1944 and 1945, and 2
percent in 1916 and 1947.

Senator JonNsoN. I thought it would be 3 percent.
Mr, Com o'. No, it does not reach 3 percent until 1949.
There are two reasons for this variation between the present esti.

mates of the fund and the original estimates. The first is the fact
that the taxes received have greatly exceeded the original estimate,
as shown by the following comparison:

TABrz 2.-Net receipts of the old-age fund (tazes less administrative costs)

13 Finance
Committee Actual figures (csaendar year)estimate

(caendst rear)

1940 .................................... .1,000,00 $611,00 000
1941 ................................ ~ ODD0.aMOOOO
1902......................... = 00 J00.O
1943 ................................... 919, 000. 000 11,231,00 000

Curnt esthiates of board of trustes I

Low Medam High

1944 .............................. .5Oo0,0 0 $, O, 000,000 K,52Mo0,00
1945............................ 1 75C00OO1 %51010 M8602,4 1,67550,0
1I4W............................ :121 ,0,0 1, 19 M0 000 .40000 2992-,K"OD 0 l
1947 ............................ 1 ,4,03 0 i , 1,000,000 1, 04,C000 0 3,65 000,000

A EstnsatU on 8 iot' basis (caled year).
Fa year endi months dealer than ckndr yea.

To summarize that table, in the left-hand column are the figures
estimated by your committee in 1939, taken from the Finance Commit-
tee report of that year. In the right-hand column are the actual
figuress fori the first 3 years. In 1940 the revenues were $611,000,000
as compared with the estimate in 1939 of $501,000,000.

In 1941 the actual figures were $763,000,000, as compared with the
estimate of $505,000,000.

In 1940 the actual figures were $985,000,000, as compared with the
estimate of $504,00,000.

In 1943, based On the first 8 months, ve will collect about $1,231,-
000,000, as compared with an estimate of $919 000,000 originally made
by your committee. Ip that cage we are collecting this year only at
the 1 peimcent rite, whereas your committee estimated that the 2
permit rate would be in effect for this year.
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blow turning to the estimates of the board of trustees-
Senator VA nDENBER. Excuse me. In other words, if the tax had

not been frozen last year and had increased, the disparity between
estimates and collections would be substantially larger I

Mr. CoMProN. Would be substantially larger, yes. They would
not be double, however.

Senator VANDENBERG. No, ,hey would not be double, but substan-tially larger.Mr. Co3prox. Yes. Now taking again the estimates of the board

of trustees, based on the low, medium, and high business conditions,
we find that under the low estimate, by 1947 the revenues into the
fund will be $2312,000,000 as compared with the original estimate of
$1,348,000,000. This is again at the higher rates of tax.

If the high conditions should prevail, the revenues put into the
fund in 1947 will be $3,665,000,000 as compared with the original
estimate of $1,848,000,000.

Senator VANDENBERO. Now, before you leave that table, I want to
emphasize the figure in the estimate for 1944. This system was set
up on a prospectus which contemplated the collection of $1,067,000,-
000 in 1944 at a 2 percent pay-roll tax. That is correct, is it notI

Mr. COMpTON. That is right, yes.
Senator VAN-DENBERO. Instead of that. if we stay at the present 1

percent pay-roll tax in 1944 we will collect more at 1 percent than
was estimated to be collected at 2 percent.

Mr. Comrox. I think you are right, but that is not shown by.
this table.

Senator VANDENB1RO. No, but I am right, am I not?
Mr. CohnrvoN. Yes, you are right I will have a table later on

here which shows that point.
Senator VAN-DENBEI. In other words--and I do not think it can

be overemphasized-if we freeze the pay-roll tax again next January
we will still be producing into the reserve fund all of the revenue
which was anticipated when the fund was set up and prophesied in
respect to its finances in 1939 by the Senate Finance Committee?

Mr. ComproN. Yes, sir. I might point out here, too, these figures
of the board of trustees' estimates are based on the fiscal year ending
in July. We made no effort to convert them to the calendar year.
Therefore, this fiure for 1944 in this table is practically at the 1
percent rate, because even if the rate should increase to 2 percent
next year. the increase would only affect one-fourth of the collections
for the 1944 fiscal year; in other words, the April, May, and June
collections.

Senator TAFr. I rather assume the Social Security Board is putting
1944 at just about the same rate as 1943. They are not making any
difference in it except as to the change in the tax for a portion of the
year. They seem to have simply added thatquarter approximately.

Mr. Comiroc. I think that is right. It appears to be right.
Senator VANDzENB . Let us clearly understand this. The tax at

1 percent in 1944 would produce $1,400,000,000, would it not?
Mr. Cowrrox. No, sir. .I do not believe'so.
Senator VANmF wo. How much •
Mr. Caoenrx. In 1944 1 think it would produce $1,212,000,000.
Senator VANDuNmBmo. All right. In 1944 it would produce a billion

and a quarter dollars, in round numbers I
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Mr. ComrmN. Yes.
Senator VANnawznxo. And it was only estimated originally that they

would get $1067,000,C00 at 2 percent?
Mr. Cowr't. That is right, at the full 2 percent.
Senator VANDZNBERO. That is the point I make.
Mr. Cos'mroN. The original estimate contemplates that the 2-percent

rate would become effective in 1943, so we would be collecting 2 per-
cent throughout the entire fiscal year 1944.

Senator JonNso. Mr. Compton, I notice that you stop at the year
1917. If you should g6 on and add several other years in your esti-
mate when would you run into a year that, because of the heavier
withdrawals for payments out, would begin to show a decrease?

Mr. CoMpros. That I do not know offhand. That would be shown
by the charts which are in the board of trustees' report, I believe. The
chart in that report would show where the line would cross if the tax
rate continues to rise.

Senator TArT. In 1970, the figure given yesterday, but that was
assuming that the rate went up. I suppose it would be sooner if the
rate should not go up.

Senator JoHNsoN. It seems to me that is a very important matter.
While we have the ascending scale, that is one thing, but when you
get into the descending scale, we do not know where that point is
now.

Senator TArt. Except as this shows when you get beyond 5, cer-
tainly when you get beyond 10 years, you are talking about something
that nobody can possibly foresee, certainly.

Senator VANDENBEO. Furthermore, Senator Johnson, regardless of
the finality, you will collect as much at 1 percent next year as those
who made the tables you are talking about expected to get out of
2 percent next year. So freezing the tax at I percent next year would
not affect their figure.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Compton.
Mr. CoMi-roN. The other reason for the variation between those

estimates in 1939 and the actual experience is the fact that benefits
have fallen far behind the original estimate, which is shown by the
following table:

TABLEz 3.-Old-age and survivors benefits

I939 FirnnceCommittee
estimates (cW- Actul flg'e (calensr year)

etndar yew)

1940 .................................. i ki ODD. 000 M 000,000
111 .................................... 2K 00 ODD W1000,000
194 .................................. 431,00%00, 0 130,040,00
443 .............................3. OSA 0 171,WAW

Current estimates of boad of trustees I

Hih Medium Low

1944 ............................. 57,0 = 0,00 t9oooo, 0(X0000 ,oo.000

1947 .................................... 1. 000% 00 00 .(O) 321,00,00 ODDODD

lEstimate on 8 months' basis (calendar year).
I Fbioi yoir tloig 6 mooths etW thaa calendar yar.
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To summarize this table, it shows in the left-hand column the orig-
iral 1939 estimates of benefit payments out of this fund year by year,
whereas the right-hand column shows the benefits on the same bis
as in the other tables. At the present time, in 1943, we originally esti-
mated that we would be paying $683,000,000 in benefits, while actually
we are paying this year, estimated on the 8 months basis, about
$171,000,000.

Now, the board of trustees' report indicates that, by 1947, if the
worst business conditions prevail and benefits are the highest we will
be paying out benefits at the rate of $775,000,000 a year, whereas if the
better business conditions prevail the benefit load will be only $380,-
000 000 a year, as compared with the original estimate of $1,034,000,000.

Senator TA '. Does that take into account also the increased benefits
that were voted in 1939?

Mr. ComproN. I think it does.
Senator TAFT. So the actual estimate was still more out of line in

the beginning?
Mr. ComP'roN. Yes. Of course, there again you must bear in mind

that the reports of the board of trustees were for the fiscal year ending
July, and the original estimates were for the calendar year, and there-
fore the estimates run a little higher on the calendar year basis than on
the fiscal year basis.

The board of trustees' figures contemplate continued increases in the
tax rates.

What would happen to the fund if the 1 percent tax rate were con-
tinued for the next few years?

The board's estimates can be converted to the I percent rate to show
expected results on the lower tax base.

Under the rate schedule of the present law, the 2 percent rate effec-
tive January 1, 1944, will be reflected in the revenues of the fourth
quarter of the fiscal year 1944--April, May, and June collections--all
of the fiscal year 1945, and the first three-quarters of the fiscal year
1946.

The 212 percent rate effective January 1, 1946, will be reflected in
revenues of the last quarter of the fiscal year 1946 and all of 1947.

The estimates of the board of trustees, changed to reflect the lower
revenues that will be received if the tax rate of 1 percent is retained
can be compared with the original estimates, as follows:

TAsLsi 4.-EBtimaled progress of the fund, osumtng tai rates of I percent on
the employer and I percent on the employee continued through 1947

1939 Finance Current estimates
Cocmnitee esti-
mates (caicndat

yew,) LoW High

IS44....................... .................. * 12,00.0 8975 O 59S 000. A000
,AS .............................................. k1 0 0, o 7.110O00.00 7,17, 0000
M ............................................. 5. 00.O00.00 7, &9.00000 5.351,0)3000

4947 ............................................... U340.OO000 7,52,000,000 9,6,4. 00000D

I Fiscal year ending 6 months earlier than calendar year.

The figures indicate that under the lowest estimte of the board of
trustees the collections for 1944 will be $5,975,000,000.
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Senator VANDENBERo. You mean the taxes collected I
Mr. CoM-rxoN. I mean the size of the fund at the end of the fiscal

year 1944 will be $5,975,000,000, whereas you expected a fund of
$3,122,000,000 at the end of die calendar ear. By 1947, if this rate
is continued, according again to the low estimate, the fund will amount
to $7,852,000,000 in July 1947, as compared with your original esti-
mate of $4,325,000,000 in December 1947. If the high estimate should
prevail, the fund in that year will be $9,630,000,000 without any
further increase in tax.

Senator DAN-s. That is after the payment of all benefits I
Mr. CoiMto.,. That is after the payment of all benefits and cost

of administration.

TAwtz 5.-Eatimated net toaz rece pts (taxe, less admnfnitratiop erpelue)
a4auoIng tax rates of I perevt through 1947

i1939 Finanoe Cunrot edtimates I
CommRtee esti-
mate (atendat

year) Low High

1944 .............................................. $ 67. 000000 1.211C000 0 I210000000
1943...................................... 1' k00, 00 1 V~B 3, 27ODD. 00 1. OC6i)O
1946 ............................................ . 1. OO21i ) 9, 1 9s q0Xo1 0 1,1%=000,000
1947 ......................................... i1,48,00,00 90O.000 L,44%h0006 on

I Fbca y endiog 6 month earlier thin cakndar year.

In table 5 the estimates indicate that if the I percent tax should
prevail, by 1947, according to the lowest estimafe, the revenue will be
$902,000,000, and according to the highest estimate the revenue will
be $1,448,000,000, at 1 percent, as compared w ith the original estimate
of $1,348,000,000 at 21/2 percent. I

These figures demonstrate the probability that even with the tax
rate frozen through the whole current 5-year period-up to July 31,
1947, the fund by that year will still be ii the neighborhood of twice
the amount your committee expected, in 1939, to accumulate at an in-
creasing rate schedule.

Of course, these increases are accompanied by increased long-term
liabilities. But the increase in liabilities is far less, proportionately,
than the increase in revenue resulting from larger payrolls.

The primary benefit formula in the present law is: 40 percent of
the first $50 of average monthly wages, plus 10 percent of the next
$ 00 of average monthly wage8, plus 1 percent of the above per year
of coverage.

Because of the weighting in favor of low-paid employees, higher
wages (and higher taxes) (o not mean proportionately higher bene-
fits.

The present Social Security Act sets a measure of the adequacy of
the old-age reserve by requiring a report "whenever the board of
trustees is of the opinion that during the ensuing 5 fiscal years the
trust fund will exceed three times the highest annual expenditures
anticipated during that 6-fiscal-year period. * * "

The current report of the board of trustees indicates that the fund
will exceed three times the highest benefits in the current 5-year period.
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The relationships indicated by the lowest and highest fund estimates
presented by the board are as follows:

FunD4 esttmtps

Low nigh

Highest annual beneats .............................................................. 1775
Rese en 1947 ......................................................................

Reserve tlmra berbeits ............................................................34

0

According to these estimates, if the tax is increased as scheduled
the fund will exceed 14 times to 38 times the highest benefits of the
5-year period.

The adjustment of the board of trustees' estimates to reflect the
progress of the reserve if the 1-percent rate is retained throughout
the 5-year period indicates the following relationship:

Fund estimates

-Low jHigh

Hihs annual benefits ............................................................ .. 7 1
ReueIn 1947.............................................................. 7%3 91636

Reserve tmes benefU (-peeat tu) ............................................. 101 J

According to these estimates the fund will exceed 10 to 25 times
the highest benefits in the 5-year period even if the tax is frozen
throughout this period at the present 1-percent rate.

These figures apparently eliminate any fear that further freezing
of the tax rate willin any way endanger the fund.

The problem then resolves itself into the question, "Should this
program be financed on a level-premium basis, with all paying the
full value of the insurance regardless of the size of the fund-or
should we operate on a pay-as-we-go basis, levying sufficient taxes to
pay current outlays and to maintain a reasonable contingency re.
serve?"

All of the associations that I represent favor the pay-as-you-go prin-
ciple, collecting enough taxes over the long run to pay current benefits.

We are doing neither at present. We are not paying the full value
of the insurance on a level-piemiium basis-and we are accumulating a
far greater reserve than is necessary to meet contingencies.

Is it perhaps time to decide on a permanent policy I
If this is to be done, the present measuring x-od--whether the fund

will exceed three times benefits in the next 5 yeas---is not satisfactory.
For this measure requires making, every year, an estimate of fund

revenues 5 years hence and an estimate of benefit costs 5 years hence.
The current report of the board of trustees demonstrates that this is
impossible.

We need not be concerned with any danger of sudden bankruptcy
of this fund. Congress can always act quickly to increase the tax if
the fund becomes too low.
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Therefore, would it not be better to measure the adequacy of the
fund by sonic known ainount, such as the benefits of the preceding
yearly

There are periods-such as at the close of this war-when it is pos-
sible for benefit costs to increase suddenly. Threfore, if a current
figure were to be used as a find measure, a liberal margin of safety
.should be provided.

Such a margin of safety would be provided by a fund equal to five
times tie benefits paid ii the last preceding year.

As long as the fund is this large, there could be no chance of bank-
rulptcy before Congress could act.

In suggesting such a change, I a%ume that th, present i-percent tax
would be continued until benefits "catch up" with tax receipts and
until the fund and the benefit cost are in the indicated relationship.

Such a change would terminate the anju.pt.9ptroversy over tax
rates.

It would establish a definite standard for a contingency reserve.
It would end the present hybrid-half cash, half reserve- -basis.
It would mean a clear indication of congressional intent-to increase

the taxes of the system when higher revenues are necessary to meet
current costs.

Senator DANAREM. Mr. Compton at what point do you think the
benefits in fact would catch up with tax receipts and until the fund
and benefit costs are in the relationship you suggest?

Mr. Courro.x. Well, let us .see. The highest estimate of benefits
shown so far by the board of trustees in the annual figures is for
1947. That is $775,000,000.

Senator DAvis. What page is that on?
Mr. Cos.%irox. That is on page 4, (table 3) the high estimate in

the middle column. The board of trustees' report also indicates,
when converted to the 1 percent rate, that the taxes produced by the
find in 1947 will be $902,00,000. So that, assuming that those
figures prevail and that the 1-percent rate is frozen for 5 years, then
in 1947 our system will be pnrlucing $902,000,000 and will be paying
out $775,000,000 in benefits. Our fund will be $7,852,000,000, which
will still be 10 times the current year's benefits. Now, from thare on
the board of trustees has not undertaken to give specific annual
figures.

Senator TArr. Your suggestion is, if the benefits get up to the taxes
you would increase the taxes?

Mr. Compro.. Not exactly. It. would be my idea we should de-
termine on a proper relationship of the fund to the current benefit
outlay, and then we should increase the taxes when that relationship
is reached. In other words, if you want to say 10 times the benefits,
then we reach that situation in 1947. If you want to say 6 times
the benefits, then we reach that situation probably some Tears after
that perhaps 10 years from now, I don't know, but in either event
the formula I think of 6 times last year will be better than the formula
of 3 times the benefits of the next 5 years.

Senator VAN.NBzEaiO. I want to ask you one final question. Yester-
day I put a letter in the record, without reading it, from Dr. Alt-
meyer, which he wrote me under date of August 27, 1943, in response



to my questionnaire from which I quote the following very signifi-
cant and pregnant sentence:
• If no employer or employee contributions were collected In 1W44, the assets
on December 81, 1944, would amount to stout $4,000,00,000. which is more than
three times the estimated expenditures dining the calendar year 1049.

*Mr. Coiirror. That is right.
Senator VANID&NBE1O. Your figures concur with Dr. Altmeyer's

estimate? -"
Mr. Comnow. Yes.
Senator VANINhiEo. That so far as the basic problem that will

confront them next year is concerned, far from doubling the tax, if
.we had no tax we W'iuld still meet the statutory rule-for the reserve

Mr. Comrrox r If.ybii had no tx I think you could pay all the ben-
efits for the next 5 years very easily,

Senator GurFry. Mr. Compton, Idid not have the pleasure. of hear-
ing the entire paper, but I notice in the latter part of the paper you
irefer to the pay-as-you-go plan. Is that another of Mr. Rumil's
plans?

Mr. CourxoN. No sir.
The CHIAIRMAH. Are there any further questions If not, thank

you Mr Compton for you courtesy in appearing here.
Air. Coinroi- Tli& you.
The CuARMAC'. Mr. Cliffe.

STATEMENT OF FRANK B. CLIFFE,- ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF
NEW YORK STATE

The CHAIUAN. Will you please give your connections, Mr. Cliffe I
Mr. CiUFY Repi-esenting the Associated Industries of New York

State, and also expressing the viewpoint of the other State associa-
tions.

The CIIAnMA. The same organizations represented by Mr. Comp-
ton ?

"Mr. Cum. Ye, sir. I would like to deal with a little different
phase of the problem.

The CHAWMAIR . You may proceed.
Mr. CLu-m. Thank you, Senator. I would like to speak on some

of the general principles that are involved, because I think some-
times we get lost in a maze of figure--. Maybe you gentlemen do not,
but the r'est of us do I know, and therefore I would like to state it
*as a very simple piblem.

In the first place I think it is recognized by all of us that the rea-
son for collecting these taxes is to pay the benefits that are provided
in the law, and over a period of years the two ought to be about the
same. Over a short p oerid, no; but over a long period certainly thee
taxes ought to be related to the benefits inder this law, because this
is a seial law, as yotl well realize, it affects only a certain part of thepopulation.

Senator GO xy. Mr. Chairman, is this gentleman speaking for the
Treasury I

SMr. C(Jrn. No, sir
Mr. VANDENBR;. No; he certainly iinot speaking for the Treasury.

SOCAL SECRIT
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Mr. Cutr I am speaking for Associated Industries of. New York

State.
Senator Grimy'. Thank you.
Mr. CuaFm. Now, the fact is that for a great many years the amount

of benefits will grow year by year. While it has bebn pointed out that
nobody can estimate even 5 years in advance accurately you can see the
difference between the 1939 estimates and the actual figures for 1943,
you can see the difference between two sets of estimates for 1947. Yet-
the fact is we know that for maybe 100 years the trend of benefits
will be up under this law, even if there is no change in the benefit sched-
ule and no change in the people that are covered. Because you see
the law gives an extra 1 percent for each year that a'man is covered,
therefore it would be 40 years from now before people would bei
retiring with 40 years of coverage, and it would be 30 years after
that before the last one of those died. In other words, at the present
time a great many 61d people are not eligible for any benefits. The,
proportion will gradually shift over the years and more and more old
pope will be eligible for benefits. It will be something in the neigh.
borhood of 100 years before the increase will stop in the upward climb
of the total benefit payments. There will be some wavers in that line,
there will be times when the older people will not retire, they will stay
on the pay rolls or go back to the pay rolls, as they are doing now.
That general trend will be upward for a long period of time.

I would like to deal with this point that there has been a tremendous
increase in wages during the war period, with an increase in the benefit
liability. That is only partly true.

The formula, as you will realize, is loaded in favor of the low-paid
individual. Let us take an extreme case. A man who earns $600 a
year pays a certain amount of tax and gets a certain amount of benefits.
A man who is paid $3,000 in wages pays five times as much tax and
he gets only twice as much benefits, and that is as it should be, but
the result is that during this war periodpeople who normally earned
$1,000 or $1,600 may have moved up to $2,000 or $2,600, or even gone
over the $3,000 taxable limit, and they have not increased the benefit
liability of the fund very much. So that this tremendous increase in,
poy rolls has not had the effect that is sometimes implied of creating
a tremendous additional load.

Senator VsAYniRio. In other words, a tremendous increase in pay
rolls has put a lot of velvet in the reserve.

Mr. Ciam. Exactly, a lot of unexpected velvet, and unobligated
velvet, with no commitment against it.

Senator VANDENIMKO. Yes, sir.
Mr. CLw-. Furthermore, these estimates of what the benefits will

be are very difficult to make, for many reasons, and one of the most
important is the age at which people will retire.

It happens that I am thoroughly familiar with pension systems of
private companies, and unless the company says, "You must retire
when you reach such and such an age," the fact is a very large share
of employees keep on working for a year or 2 or 5 years after that time.

The same thiig, of course, will affect the benefit payments under
this law. If people keep on working after they reach 65, there will
be no benefit payments to them for those years. They will continue
to pay taxes, and there will be a double velvet to the fund for that
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very reason. It is natural that people do prefer to kep on working
when they are well enough to do so.

The CHAIRMAN. It Would not increase their benefits?
Mr. Cutm. Not appreciably.
The CHAIRMAN. It would not increase their benefits after 65 even

if they keep on working?
Mr. Cirm. What actually happens, Mr. Chairman, is that they add

to their benefits about I percent for each year they work, but they lose
the benefits for 1 wholeyear, which is a loss of about 10 percent of the
total that they would have received if they had retired. In other
words, if a man retires at 65 he can look forward to about 10 years
of pension. If he does iot claim his pension until he is 66 he has
lost one-tenth of the payment. So he loses 10 percent of the total
payments and gains I percent for the year lie stays on. There is, in
other words, a very definite gain to the fund from a man keeping on
working.

Senator DAVIs. He gains, too, during the year that he works.
Mr. CutrA. He gets pay instead of benefits, so he is ahead. He will

do that for that very reason, if he is well enough to keep on working.
Now, there is no time that any of us will live to see when the pa) -

rments will start to go down, the benefit payments. As I said a while
ago, they will keep on going up for maybe 100 years. Now, with that
fact in mind, it means that year by year the amount to be disbursed
will be larger, and it is unthinkabld to me that any future Congress
would say, "Well, we have a $15,000,000,000 reserve, let us cut into
t by quite a lot." You just will not use the reserve that way as long

auyou see mounting costs ahead. For that reason the reserve i- very
dif erent from the reserve of a private insurance company, because the
private insurance company does not know when customers wll stop
buyin their policies and therefore they hhve to have ewpgh to liv
on with the policy hol4ers that. they have on the books.

'The national law will, of course, keep on bringing in new" peophi all
the time. The young people will keep on paying as long as there are
young people, so the only condition under which this reserve can ever

drawn on, except for minor fluctuation,% is if the whole country
becomes old and there are no young people, or if the country is wipll
out. Under neither of those condiitons are we going to make legis-
lation that will fit the situation.

This matter of fluctuation is important. Maybe I can best describe
it if we take the parallel-of the young man-the parallel Ls subject
to all the dangers of parallels, it does not go all the way-but take a
young man who is just starting on his business career, it may be that
over that entire business career he is going to spend $50,000. He
does not have to have a very large income to spend $50,000 over 40 or
60 years. It would be foolish for him to say, "I must have $50,000
before I can start in business," or "before I can get married." He
does not think of that at all. He says "I hive a job, I need all th,
things that are normally needed, and I will have some income year
by )ar," and the provident young man gets himself in a position where
he will take care of the fluctuations that may happen to him. Hel may
run into a year or two or three when his income is low, and he may run
into periods whem his expenses are a little high. So if he lays aside

/i
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before he gets married $1,000 or $2,000, in other words, one or two

years' income, he has done better than most of us did before we got
married.

Tie Reserve Fund is in exactly the same condition. It will run into
periods when collections will be a little low, as they will be during
depression years, but the fund can never run into a period when the
disbursements will be very high. That is, they will not jump above a
forecast line, because you will have only so many people that are
ov ,r 65. If you provided benefits for al of them in your forecast,

,-a cannot os-ibAlv have more than that number for disbursements.. I wou l like to iouch just a moment on this quesion of inflation.
Dr. Altieyer's letter, to which Senator Vandenberg referred a mo- [1
ment ago, pointed out that this fnd should not be used, in his opinion,
to play with economic conditions. In other words, if you hold it
down now, maybe you would boost it. up at some other time, and vice
versa. The fact of the matter is, if you do increase the tax now and
if that has an anti-inflationary effect on a certain group of the popu-
lation, your high rate will still be in effect in 1946 or 1917, whenever
we get into this post-war problem of readjustment, and to the extent
that this boost in tax rate now lessens inflation it will have a deflation
effect and it will be deflationary influence at the time when you cer-
tainly do not want to have that happen. In other words, i we get
into a period of serious unemployment during the reconversion period,
it is important that we should not have high fixed costs on either the
pay roll of the worker who will be on shot time, or on the pay roll
of the employer who will be going through the financial difficulties of
conversion.

I think that I have only one more point that I should like to make,
although I would be very glad to discuss any questions that you care to
ask, and that is to comeback to the amount of this reserve that would
be reasonable.

To emphasize what Mr. Compton said, as long as your formula is
to base action on somebody's guess as to what is going to happen in
1947, or some other future year, you are very much at the mercy of
the digestion of the fellow that makes the estimate. It is such an
uncertain thing and is so definitely recognized by the fact that their
estimates are miles apart between what may be the high and what
mav be the low. You would be on a nmuch sounder basis if yon took
actual figures that are known and that are compiled by the treasury
Department and submitted by the trustees of the fuid. You know
what you want, but the reserve miist always b'e five times, or some other
factor, the highest year or the latest year" that you have had in benefit
payments. If you (1o that you get entirely away from this guessing
that is not only the cause of controversy but is also the cause of un-
sound action, as shown by the differences between the 1939 estimates,
that were carefully coinpdled, using the best talent available, and the
actual figures. So, I would urge upon you that you place the measure
of your reserve on actual experience rather than on somebody's guess
as to what may happen in the future.

Senator VN DENBRo. Whatever rule you use, you would still freeze
the tax generally, would you not I
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, Mr. CLrm. Without a doubt. because on any measure that has been
suggested, the balance is much larger than you can possibly spend on
any set of circumstances over a long period of years.
. The CHnImmA. Are there any questions. If not, thank you very

much, Mr. Cliffe.
Mr. Cua-m Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any other witness who wishes to be heard

on this question I
Senator DANAuxaR. Mr. Chairman, 1 minute, please.

.The CHAP AN. Yes sir.
. Senator DANAHER. Rot knowing during the early part of the sum-

mer that Senator Vandenberg was engaging Dr. Altmeyer in a series
Qf correspondence that terminated in the letter that Senator Vanden-
berg inserted in the record on September 14, 1 framed a series of ques-
tions and I gave them to my secretary and asked that he communicate
with the Bureau of Research and Statistics of the Social Security
Board. Under (late of July 10 there was submitted to me a series of
figures which deal not only with old-age and survivors insurance but
also with unemployment compensation. They may have special value
in the sense that I sought to relate the statistics they have provided to
the State of Connecticut as well as to the national scene, and since
the State is a typical industrial State I ask permission to insert in the
record at this point as an exhibit'dealing with the problems of that
industrial State the data that came to me from the Social Security
Board. I have it here.

The CHAImAN. Veiy well, Senator, it may be put into the record.
(The data referred to are as follows:)

Old-age and survivors insurance:
Employee tax, 1 percent of annual wages up to $3,000.
Employer tax, 1 percent of taxable pay rolls (wages up to $3,000 per annum

for each employee).
Total tax collections for old-age and survivors Insurance through

March 1943:
United States --------------------------------------- ---- $4,249, 29,212
Connecticut Internal revenue district --------------------- ' 93, 290, 015

This amount does not necessarily represent taxes paid with respect to employment in
the Connecticut district. For example, employers may make a return in the Connectcut
district which Includes taxes with respect to their establishments In other districts and
similarly. employers may file returns in other districts which include taxes with respect
to their establishments In the Connecticut district.
Balance in the old-age and survivors Insurance trust fund at end

of March 1943 ------------------------------------------- 3,922.210, 000
Total old-age and survivors Iqrsurance benefit payments certified

through March 1943 (including monthly benefits and lump-sum
payments):

United States ------------------------------------------ 337,50W. 9W2
Connecticut -------------------------------------------- h 8 6 T65, 000

$This figure Is estimated on the basis of the amounts awarded to persons filing claimston W cutt.

VaehmploimeI C(ompcao tsI:
Employee tax, none in Connecticut.
Employer tax, 03 percent of taxable pay rolls to Federal Government:

Nominal rate of 2.7 percent of taxable pay rolls to State.
Actual average State rate In 1942 was 2.1 percent, due to experience rating

rate reduc(ons for some employers.
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Unemployment Compensaatio---ontliued.
Balance in the unemployment trust fund as of end of March 1943:

Total --...---------------------- -4, 000, 7, 000
State accounts----------------------------------------- - ,657,373,000
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act ------------------ 842,650,000
Funds available for benefits as of March 31, 1943:'

'Inclades balance In unemploynent trust fund and amounts in state-clearing accounts
and beneft-payment accounts.

All States ---------------------------------------------- 3, 00, 435,122
Connecticut -------------------------------------------- K 582,807

Total unemployment benefits paid through March 1943:
All States ----------------------------------------------- 2,00 224,071
Connecticut ---------- ----------------------------- 28, W 500

The CHAIRMAN. That seems to complete the hearings on this ques-
tion that we have before us.

I am presenting for the record three additional statements on this
subject, as follows:

MOImoiNDUm SuBarnTD o. BztHALF or THz AMERiICAN FEDmAxrtoN or LABOa sy

STATUTORY INCREASE IN RATES 10 OD-AGE AND SVIIVOIS INSURANCE

The American Federation of Labor urges that the statutory increase in rate
from 1 to 2 percent be allowed to become effective.

We are yet in the experimental stages of social insurance without enough
actuarial or economic experience to be able to say what reserves are adequate or
what may be expected as to volume of benefit claims.

National Income for the current year will be twice what it was for 1939 and
the work force has Increased from 47,000.000 in 1939 to 64,800,000. In order to
meet urgent demands for manpower we have called back many who are over 65,
some of whom had been'drawing old-age benefits. We have mobilized many
women who previously had no industrial experience and have reached down for
youths still of school age and many others have moved Into insured Industries.
This vast work force is paying Into old-age reserves and accumulating rights
to benefits. Te number covered and paying contributions has increased from
2,00,000 In 139 to 87,000,000 to first quarter of this year.

We are in an emergency period with no experience to guide as to the recon-
version months or the post-war years following. But this one thingwe do know-
the reserves should be adequate to take care of the after-work period of the
workers whose production Is now helping to win this war. All claims to benefits
should be met promptly and the benefits payments should be more adequate.

We fall to see why there should be alarm because the reserves have grown
more rapidly than expected for they parallel Increased benefit rights. After
the war benefit payments may be expected to increase sharply as those over 65
again withdraw from the labor market. We may also expect a sharp increase
in survivor's benefits. These wartime years may be expected to show trends
contrary to normal. Because the trend now is away from drawing benefits and
toward employment which offers larger Income, is not a sound cause for Inter-
fering with Insurance schedules planned to provide reserves for long-term liabili-
ties. In.irance cannot shift its rates for curernt fluctuations. It must be
ready to meet claims and protect workers against public or private charity who
have successfully maintained themselves before work-power waned. The years
immediately ahead will not be normal years and our major concern is to have
reserves adequate. Adequate old-age reserves, even if they prove to be too
adequate, will in no way Interfere with financing the war or conflict with the
program of Inflation control. To the contrary: Reserves are Invested In Gov-
ernment bonds which at once provide credit, and doubling the rate would invest
another billion where It could not contribute to inflation.. Congress and the admin-
istration are looking for more reserve with which to pay war expenses. Neither
will this damage employers. For the present it will mean their taxes will be In
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this form, and if reserves prove too large, their payments will be les at some
future time perhaps In the downward curve of the business cycle.

As the most constructive way by which to add five or six billions to reserves
Invested in Government, the American Federation of Labor urges the enact-
ment of the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill which would provide more adequate
protection of the Nation's work force with more adequate benefits. By providing
the funds and increasing the coverage and nationalls ng the system, the workers
of this country can have an effective insurance system, providing Income for
those major emergencies that prevent employment. Sickness has brought many
a famUy to bankruptcy and dependency. The majority of families cannot muanage
many weeks without having to ask for assIstauce. Workers cannot Pave up for
old age nor can they afford individual insurance. This bill also provides benefits
rights for those in the armed forces, so that they shall not be dependent upon
good will or charity.

Social insurance Into which individuals pay regularly and thus acmnnulate
rights is the way that the great masses of population can be assured tconommlc
independence without which there can be neither political or social independence.

We hope to have a free economy after the war Put that is impossIble unless
workers also are free. There is nothing more demoralizing to personalities and
individual freedom than dependence on public or private assistance or charity.
Such abnormal relationships between the Government and large masses of
citizens has ever been a menace to free institutions.

We urge the statutory Increase in rate In January 1041 unless the Wagner-
Murray-Dingell bill is previously enacted.

Cooxis s or INDUSTur AL OGANIZA'ztONS,
Washigfton, D. C., Octoker 16, 1943.

lion. WALTM F. GEoeGr
Chairmaon, Scate Finance Commitice,

Senate Ofce Building, Washington, D. 0.
D.sU S"A-roa GvoaG: On behalf of President Murray, I wish to place the

Congress of Industrial Organizations on record as supporting the increase In the
present social-security tax for old-age and survivors Insurance from I to 2 per-

cent in January 1914.
It seems to us wise that thIs automatic Increase take effect-
1. That we shall avoid the rlsk of the funds in the future being inadequate

to support the claims to be made against them.
2. That we may avoid any demonstration at this time of a congressional lack

of interest in adcuate and sound social security.
3. That the increase of national Income and idespread employment make

this a particularly suitable time to call upon the public to support this inrreascd
contribution to the funds.

I would urge upon you too that there Is no merit to the claim that the current
use for socla -security funds is a suberfuge and It is undermining the stability
of the social-ecprity system. The fact is, of course, as you know, that the trust
funds accumulated even though invested in bonds are quite as good as the savings
bonds which all Americans have been purchasing In large amounts.

Respectfully yours,
3. RAYMO D W. MSI.

INOIAIAI 'OLs, lD., October 14, 194S.
Senator WALTvs r. Ovwomr

CAairman, Sc ate Fiasa"eo Committce,
Senate Oglce Butilding, Washl(ngtoa, D. 0.

WVe understand Finance Committee today is holding hearings on proposals to
further postpone schedule doubling of old-age and survivors insurance program
taxes n(xt January 1. Therefore, Indiana State Chamber of Conmerce re-
spectfully requests your committee include this telegram In proceedings and
consider its contents. Indiana Chamber is now,conducting poll of membership
on question and large preliminary returns show 96.3 percent of members favor
legislation setting aside scheduled Increase and continuing present rates In effect.
Many employers also report their employees oppose increase. Our reasons for
position include:
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1. With total receipts Including Interest running six and nine-tenths times total
expenditures Including administration In last fiscal year and present reserve
far above prescribed three times highest prospective annual benefits in ensuing
5 years. Present 1-percent rates are more than adequate for current needs.
Rate doubling would Increase tax on Indiana employees $10,000,000 and on
employers same amount annually.

2. Increase on top of present withholding tax would create further agitation
for boosting of eiployt.ea take-home pay and to that extent be inflationary.

3. Building huge reserves creates false impression of cash on hand which In
turn Invites Ill-considered increasing of future benefit obligations to be met
when Nation Is trying to work Its way out of enormous war debts.

4. All taxes country can bear should be raised, spent directly for war, thus
saving Interest that otherwise would be paid on taxes raised for social security
and spent for war.

5. With entire social-security program probably coming up for consideration,
questions of increasing social-security taxes should await exploration of whole
field.

Congress in 1IM and 11912 expressed belief In modified pay-as-you-go policy
and facts show this Is more justified now than then. We suggest as specifically
recommended by more than 00 percent of our membership you set aside all
Increases In tax rates until board of trustees of trust fund report to Congress
that during the preceding year expenditures for benefits were greater than tax
receipts and at the same time recommend to Congress action be taken In regard
to pay-roll taxes. This would eliminate yearly debate In Congress on this ques-
tion, but would assure consideration in ample time to protect fund solvency.

C.Aa=c-s A. JAcKsoc,
Ezecutire Vice Presidcnt.

(Whereupon, at 11:10 a. ni., the hearing was concluded.)


